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Abstract 

In the present study a two-dimensional numerical fluid-structure interaction model Is 

developed tor the analysis of the dynamic behavlor of a prosthetic haart valve. Two 

different valve types are considered. The first Is a rlgld valve whlch can rotate around 

its point of attachment. lt resembles the case of a disc-type valve prosthesls, which 

has only one dagree of freedom. The second type is a segmented valve, conslsting 

of saveral rigid segments connected to each other. This type is intended for the 

design of valve prostheses with more dagrees of treedom such as flexible 

bio-prosthetic or artlficlal laaflet valves. The buoyancy, the bending stiffness and the 

load due to the fluid flow are lncluded in the valve equilibrium equatlon. The 

constitutive equations may be nonlinear. Large displacements and deformations are 

allo wed. 

Various fluid models are incorporated in the fluid-structure interaction model. 

The simplest are a quasi one-dimensional analytic model and a potentlal flow model. 

Furthermore, a finite element fluld model, based on the two-dimensional unsteady 

Navier-Stokes equations, is applied. The coupled fluid-structure system is solved by 

a fully coupled, iterative method: both the fluid and the structure subsystem are 

evaluated separately (one subsystem is solved while the other is kept constant) and 

an iteration Is performed until equilibrium is achieved. The equilibrium position of the 

rigid valve is found by the application of the root finding method of Brent (1973). The 

equilibrium position of the segmented valve is found by Powell's hybrid method, a 

nonlinear least squares method. 

Experiments have been performed to validate the fluid-structure interaction 

models. Steady and unsteady cases have been considered. Separate experiments 

have been performed to determine the parameters in the constitutive equations. In 

general the agreement between experimental and numerical results are good. Some 

small deviations occur, which can be attributed to spurious threedimensional effects 

in the experimental model or to an insuftielent accuracy of the parameters of the 

constitutive equations. For the rigid valve an unconditional numerical stability is 

achieved. The numerical segmented valve model converges for a wide range of 

parameters. 

Apart trom the application to haart valve prostheses, the models can be used 

for a rather general class of fluid-structure interaction problems. The model will be 

useful especially in those cases in which a full description of the fluid is required, 

when the structure has relatively few dagrees of treedom and when the structure 

displacements and deformations are large. 
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Samenvatting 

Dit onderzoek heeft tot doel het ontwikkelen van een tweedimensionaal numeriek 

vloeistof-structuur interactiemodel voor de analyse van de beweging van een hart

klepprothese in een pulserende bloedstroming. Er worden zowel een stijve klep, 

~ roterend om zijn aanhechtingspunt, als een gesegmenteerde klep, bestaande uit een 

aantal aan elkaar bevestigde stijve segmenten, bestudeerd. De stijve klep is bedoeld 

voor de analyse van mechanische disk-prothesen, de gesegmenteerde klep voor de 

analyse van flexibele prothesen van biologische of kunstmatige materialen. De 

opwaartse krachten, de buigstijfheid in de bevestigingspunten en de invloed van de 

vloeistofstroming worden betrokken in de evenwichtsvergelijking van de klep. De 

constitutieve vergelijkingen kunnen niet-lineair zijn. Grote verplaatsingen en 

vervormingen zijn mogelijk. 

De vloeistofstroming wordt beschreven door zowel een quasi-eendimensionaal 

analytisch model, een tweedimensionaal model potentiaalstromingsmodel als door 

een tweedimensionaal numeriek eindige elementen model, gebaseerd op de 

instationaire Navier-Stokes vergelijking. De oplossing van het gekoppelde 

vloeistof-structuur systeem wordt gevonden met een volledig gekoppelde, iteratieve 

methode: het vloeistof- en het structuursubsysteem worden apart opgelost en de 

evenwichtssituatie wordt iteratief bepaald. De evenwichtspositie van de stijve klep 

wordt bepaald met de methode van Brent (1973) voor het vinden van de oplossing 

van een algebratscha niet-lineaire vergelijking. De evenwichtsstand van de 

gesegmenteerde klep wordt gevonden met Powell's hybride methode, een 

niet-lineaire kleinste kwadraten methode. 

De theoretische modellen zijn geverifieerd aan de hand van experimenten in 

zowel stationaire als instationaire situaties. Over het algemeen komen de 

theoretische en experimentele resultaten goed overeen. Er treden enkele kleine 

afwijkingen op die toegeschreven kunnen worden aan ongewenste driedimensionale 

stromingseffecten in het experimentele model en aan de beprekte nauwkeurigheid 

van de materiaalparameters in de constitutieve vergelijkingen. In het geval van de 

stijve klep is onvoorwaardelijke numerieke stabiliteit bereikt. Het numerieke model 

voor de gesegmenteerde klep convergeert voor een groot bereik van parameters. 

Naast de toepassing op hartklepprothesen kunnen de modellen ook worden 

toegepast op een meer algemene klasse van vloeistof-structuur interactieproblemen. 

De modellen zijn vooral geschikt wanneer een volledige beschrijving van de 

vlaastofstroming vereist is, wanneer de structuur relatief weinig vrijheidsgraden heeft 

en wanneer de structuur grote verplaatsingen en vervormingen ondergaat. 



1./NTRODUCTION 

1. 1 Mot/vation 

Frequently, natural human aortlc valves do not tunetion properly and need to be 

replaced by valve prostheses. Commercially avallable valve prostheses can be 

divided lnto two maln categories: machanical and blologlcal prostheses. Nowadays, 

most machanical valve prostheses are disc-type valve prostheses, whlch consist of 

one or two rlgld plates, mounted in a frame. Biologica! valve prostheses are 

constructed from prepared porclne valves or from porclne or bovine heart tissue. A 

survey of the merlts of these prostheses types is glven by Rousseau (1985). 

This study is carried out within the framework of a research project which has 

as ultimata goal the design of an improved aortic valve prosthesis, based upon a 

fundamental understanding of the behavier of the natural valve. This presthesis 

should be a tri-laaflet valve, which enables the use of the three natura! sinuses. The 

geometry of the valve should be such that it provides gradual valve closure. The 

leaflets should be constructed of flexible fiber reinforeed synthetic materials to 

overcoma complications assoclated with biologica! laaflet valves. Prevlous research 

is done by van Steenhoven (1979), who lnvestigated the fluid dynamics of the natura! 

valve, by Sauren (1981), who investigated the mechanics of the natura! valve, by van 

Renterghem (1983), who investigated the valve geometry during the cardiac cycle 

and by Rousseau (1985) who developed a numerical model for the mechanica! 

analysis of an artificial laaflet valve in the fully closed situation. 

This study will focus on the numerical analysis of the dynamic behavier of a 

model valve prosthesis. The object is the development of a numerical fluid-structure 

interaction model, which describes the opening and ciosure of the valve. Such a 

model is necessary tor the optimization of the dynamica! aspects of the valve: 

impravement of the ciosure efficiency and minimization of flow resistance, fluid shear 

stresses and bending strains. The latter constitute a stimulating factor in the forming 

of calcium deposits (Rousseau, 1985). 

1.2 Physiological situat/on 

Sketches of the heart and the natura! aortic valve are given in figures 1.1, 1.2 and 

1.3. The aartic valve is located between the left ventricle and the aorta. lt consists of 

three flexible leaflets. The valve exhibits a 120° rotational symmetry. Behind every 

laaflet a cavity in the aorta is present, called the sinus of Valsalva (Raid, 1970, 
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figure 1.1 Sketch of the human heart (after Arts, 1978) 
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Sketch of the natural aortic valve in a fully opened position (solid 
line) and in a dosed position (dashed line) and the flow 
phenomena arOO'ld an opened valve (after BeUhouse in Bergel, 
1972) 
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Sketch of the natural aortic valve as seen from the aorta into the 
direction of the left ventricle 

1.3 

Swanson & Clark, 1973). The valve Iaaflets are made of soft elastine texture, 

reinforeed by collagen fibers (Sauren, 1981). Thls construction enables the valveto 

be flexlble while opening or closlng, to mlnimlze the flow resistance, and to be strong 

in fully closed position when it has to withstand the largast pressure drop. The valve 

tissue is anisotropic and visco-elastic (Sauren, 1981 ). The visco-elasticity is mainly 

important in the fully closed situatlon, when the stresses reach their maximum values 

and some relaxation occurs. When the valve is open, the stresses are very small 

(Thubrikar,1982). So, in this situation the machanical behavior of the texture is of 

minor importance. The density of the valve texture is about equal to that of blood, so 

buoyancy torces are negligible in the in-vivo situation. Since the mass of the valve 

itself is much smaller than the mass of the blood flowing around it, lt can be 

expected that also inertlal effects of the valve are negligible. The aperture of the 

vaive varies trom fully closed to fully opened (van Steenhoven, 1979) so the 

displacement of the vaive leaflets is large. 

The fluid phenomena around the valve are rather complex. Figure 1.4 shows 

that the variations of the flow rate are large. Furthermore, the shape of the fluid 

domain changes considerabiy due to the large valve displacements. During the 

systolic phase of each haart period vortices are formed behind each laaflet in the sini 

(see tigure 1.2) and they are broken down again during the diastolic phase. Since 

the valve is located at the entrance of the aorta, no flow development can occur and 

the axial velocity is approximately constant over the diameter. In large blood vessels 

as the aorta, blood behaves in a good approximation like an incompressible, 

Newtonian fluid (Caro et al., 1978). lt appears that in the case of properly working 

heart valves, the fluid flow is laminar and that no turbulence occurs (Nerem & Seed, 

1972). Only when a haart valve or valve pmsthesis exhibits a malfunctioning, some 

turbulence can occur. 
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Physiological sortie flow 
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figure 1.4 Physlological flow rate as a function of time (after Milnor, 1982) 

Laminar flow of a Newtonian incompressible fluid satisfies the Navier-Stokes 

and continuity equations (Batchelor, 1983). In dimensionless form these equations 

read: 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

with u the velocity vector, p the pressure, V the gradient vector operator and the 

superscript dot · denotes the local time derivative. Re is the Reynolds number, 

defined as Re ~ uchdv with uc the cross-section averaged velocity at top systole, he 

a characteristic length and v the kinematic viscosity. Physiological values are given 

by Milnor (1982) . The maximum Reynolds number, based upon aorta radius as 

characteristic length, is about 4500. St denotes the Strouhal number and is defined 

as St = hrJucr with r the deceleration time of the systole. A typical physiological 

value of St is 0.1. 

An important feature of the valve-tluid system is that the motion of the valve 

and the fluid flow are strongly coupled. The valve imposes the shape of the fluid 

domain and the boundary conditions on the contact surface. On the other hand, the 

valve ltself is passiva and the only mechanisms which move it are the fluid stresses 
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on the valve. The interaction phenomena are responsible tor an important feature of 

the natura! valve. lt already closes partially during flow deceleratlon and only a very 

small amount of back flow is necessary to obtain a tuil closure, thus increasing the 

efficiency of the valve (Bellhouse & Talbot, 1969). This process is initiated by the 

adverse pressure gradient during flow deceleration (van Steenhoven & van Dongen, 

1979). Another physiological relevant aspect of this early ciosure is the reductlon of 

the pressure rise just aftar valve ciosure (van Steenhoven & van Dongen, 1986). 

1.3 Exlstlng models 

Saveral models have been developed which might be relevant tor the descriptlon of 

the flow around haart valves. In section 1.3.1, a short overview is given of soma 

models which have soma relation to this study, but which have been developed tor 

different situations. In sections 1.32 and 1.3.3, two types of models are described 

which are more related to this study. In section 1.3.4 an outfine of an alternative 

strategy is given. 

In these models saveral types of coupling methods are used. In order to avoid 

confusion, soma terms are defined hare. Decoupled methods ignore the interaction 

almost compietely. First, the behavior of one of the subsystems (fluid or structure) is 

computed tor every point of time. The solution of this first subsystem is used as 

boundary condition tor the computation of the second one. The interaction is only 

one way, trom the first to the second subsystem. In weakly coupled methods both 

subsystems are also solved separately in time, but only during one discrete timestep. 

Before the start of a new timestep, the solution of the previous timestep of one 

subsystem is available to solve the other subsystem. In both strategies, the 

subsystems need not to be exactly in equilibrium with each other at every timestep. 

The guarantee of this equilibrium is the start for fully coupled methods. In iteratively 

fully coupled methods, both subsystems are still solved separately but the equilibrium 

is obtained by soma sort of iteration. In directly fully coupled methods both 

subsystems are solved simultaneously. 

1.3.1 Overview 

There are saveral numerical models which give an analysis of the flow field around 

fixed haart valves. Examples of these studies are those of ldelsohn et al. (1985), 

Stevenson et al. (1985) and Thalassoudis et al. (1984). They give a rather accurate 

description of the two-dimensional steady flow around a fully opened valve. The 
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authors are mainly Interestad in the calculation of shear strassas in the fluid. The 

motion of the valve is not taken lnto account, thus ignoring the interaction between 

fluid flow and valve motion. 

A large category of models which have soma relation to the present problem 

are those analyzing the flow around flexible membranes and plates and along 

compliant walls. Examples are the studies of Frederiks et al. (1986) and Gad-ei-Hak 

(1986). Their main Interest is the occurrence of flow-induced instabilities in the 

structure. In most studies, the problem is simpiltled by ignoring viscous phenomena 

and by restricting to small structure amplitudes, so that linear models can be applied. 

Since in our case these restrictions are too severe and since flow instabUities are not 

yet of primary concern, these type of models are not appllcable hare. 

A third category is that of analytica! quasi on~H:iimensional models, specially 

developed tor the interaction problem of haart valve and blood flow. Examples of 

these models are those of Balihouse & Talbot (1969), van Steenhoven & van Dongen 

(1979), Lee & Talbot (1979) and Wipperman (1985). In these models the 

cross.-section averaged values of axial fluid velocity and pressure are used and 

special assumptions tor the fluid flow and pressure in the sinus are made. 

Notwithstanding these strong simplifications they give a fair global description of the 

valve motion. However, they are not accurate enough tor a detailed analysis of the 

effect of small variations of the valve geometry and the machanical properties on the 

valve motion. 

1.3.2 Peskln's model 

A model, specially developed tor the mitral haart valve, is given by Paskin (1977). lt 

incorporates the tuil Navier-Stokes equations and flexible boundaries. An essential 

characteristic of the model is that the computation of fluid flow and structure motion 

are partly decoupled: a weak coupling is applied. Another feature is that the 

interaction between fluid · and structure is not taken into account by prescribing 

boundary conditions at the contact surface but by using local body torces in the fluid 

at the location of the contact surface. The structure is fully submerged in the fluid. 

Magnitude and direction of these local body torces are chosen in such a way that 

they simulate the presence of the submergeet structure. 

The starting point of the model is formed by the Navier-Stokes and continuity 

equations. The Navier-Stokes equation is extended with a body force 7 according to: 

.. -> -> 1 2-+ 1 ~ 
StU+U·Vu--Vu+Vp-T=V 

Re 
(1.3) 
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with 1 the external body force per unit mass rasuiting trom the presence of the 

structure. Boundary conditloos are only necessary at the border of the computatlon 

domain. 

When 1 is known on a time level t on every place x, then the fluld velocity can 

be computed trom equations (1.3) and (1 .2). That still leaves the problem of the 

computation of 1. At thls stage, Paskin makes the assumptlon that the inertia of the 

structure Is negligible compared to that of the surrounding blood and that the 

structure Is purely elastic. From these assumptions follows that the force l, acting on 

the fluld by the structure, Is fully determined by the instantaneous geometry of the 

structure and that it always balances the local lnternal elastic torces in the structure. 

Because the fluid is viscous, no discontlnuities in the velocity can occur. 

Therefore, the local fluld velocity is equal on both sides of the structure and equal to 

the velocity of the structure. Because tangentlal velocity of both fluid and structure 

are equal, no slip on the structure surtace occurs. Since the normal veloeities are 

equal, no fluid will flow through the structure. Therefore, the physical boundary 

conditloos on the structure are satisfied automatically. 

The structure is modeled as a network of linear elastic springs, which conneet 

the discrete structure points. Also bending stiffness Is incorporated. For a given 

geometry of the boundary the internal structure torces can be computed. 

For the numerical computation of the fluid velocity field, Paskin uses a finite 

ditterenee method. A square grid with equidistant grid points is used. He uses a 

hybrid grld approach: the discrete structure points are allowed to move freely through 

this grid. They do not have to coincide with the fluid grid points. Consequently, an 

interpolation must be pertormed between fluid and structure points. Peskin's 

interpolstion approach is based on the application of discrete delta functions. 

Hence, the equations of motion of structure and fluid are weakly coupled. The 

interaction is lncorporated by the structure force l. Therefore, in the discrete time 

integration the structure and fluid systems will ba solved separately. The most simple 

approach would be just to compute the structure force at the start of the timestep 

and to proceed with the computation of the fluid flow. According to Peskin such a 

methad appears to be numerically unstable. Therefore he uses a somewhat more 

sophisticated approach: he trias to give an approximation of the force at the end of 

the timestep. 

In order to estimate the structure force, he statas that it can be approximated 

by 
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1- St at ot (1.4) 

This is in fact a simplification of the Navier-Stokes equation (1.3) in which the 

convective, viscous and pressure torces are neglected. Using this approximation, 

estimates of valve position of the valve laaflet and the corresponding structure force 

at the end of the actual time step are computed. In turn, these estimates are used to 

compute an approximation of the tluid velocity field at the end of the timestep. Peskin 

assumes that this approximation is good enough to ensure that, at the end of the 

timestep, the estimated fluid-structure force and the internal structure force balance, 

and that both structure and fluid are in equilibrium. No iteration is performed to 

guarantee such an equilibrium. In general, these torces will not balance. 

The way in which the fluid-structure force is compu1ed, is crucial. Peskin's 

approach is based on the simplified Navier-Stokes equation (1.4). He does not give 

any justification for this choice. In tact, (1.4) will only be a good approximation of 

(1.3) if the local acceleration term is much larger than the other terms. A simpie 

example, of a case In which this condition is obviously not satisfied, is the steady 

flow parallel to the structure, tor instanee a fully opened valve. In that case, the 

lnternal structure torces wlll be in equilibrium with the vlscous forces. in steady cases 

where large velocity gradients occur, the convectlve term will dominate, for example 

naar an almost closed valve. 

Uslng the dimensionless parameters Re and St an estimate can be made of 

the relativa importance of the different terms In (1.3). In the aorta Re=4500 and 

St=0.1. For the mitral valve these values are about Re=3500 and St=0.2. The 

product of St and Re reflects the magnitude of the local acceleration term in the 

Navier-Stokes equation relativa to that of the viscous term. So it can be concluded 

that the negliganee of the viscous forces, compared to the local acceleration torces is 

reasonable as long as no flow separatlon occurs. Bu1 if the flow separates, viscosity 

must be incorporated, at least at the separation point. Furthermore, the convective 

torces are of the same order or even iarger than the local acceleration torces (since 

St<1 ). The negliganee of these torces is therefore even more questionable. Th is 

conclusion is confirmed by the workof van Steenhoven and van Dongen (1979), who 

found that in the physiological range of Reynolds numbers viscous phenomena are 

of minor importance and that the lnfluence of the St-number is large. lf St > 0.3 the 

acceleration torces dominate the convectlve ones. lf St<0.15 this is not true anymore. 

This means that Peskin's approach would not be valid for the aortic valve. The 

application to the mitral valve (as Paskin does) can be slightly better justified. 

The highly simplified estimation of the interaction torces results in a numerical 
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stability whlch Is only conditlonal. In more recent work (Tu & Peskln, 1988) a model 

Is presented in whlch unconditlonal stabllity Is achleved. However, thls modelis only 

applled to Stokes flow. Another drawback of Peskln's method Is the spatlal accwacy 

whlch Is llmited to flrst order, due to the repeated lnterpolatlon of velocity and torces 

to and from fluld grid points and structure points. Because of these llmitatlons, 

Peskln's method Is not applied in this study. 

1.3.3 Weakly coupled methods 

Another category of numerical moelels Is the one developed for the Interaction of fluid 

with large, complex structures. Overviews of thls type of moelels are given by 

Belytschko (1980) and Park & Felippa (1983). A typlcal application of these type of 

models is the response analysls of a nuclear reactor due to soma accident. An 

example .is found In the work of Kulak (1981 , 1984, 1985). Most moelels are finite 

element models. The emphasis lays on the descriptlon of the structure. lnertia, 

damping and stiffness are incorporated. Structure displacements can be large, so 

nonJinaar structure moelels are applied. Many of them use an arbitrary 

Lagrange-Eular descrlption tor the spatlal dlscretizatlon. In general, the fluid 

descrlption Is more simplified, by restrlctlng it to linear models with an inviscid fluid 

and with small fluld displacements. Typlcal tor those moelels is a partlal decoupling 

(or weak coupling) of fluid and structure. The total system is partitioned In a fluid and 

a structure subsystem, which are integrated separately in time. Saveral varlations are 

developed. The simplest one is the explicit-explicit partition. Both subsystems are 

integrated with an explicit time integration system. There are no special requirements 

tor the boundary conditlons at the contact surface, slnce they can simply be 

extrapolated from previous timesteps. These moelels can be very efficient, but they 

are only conditionally stable. Another possibility Is an explicit-implicit partition: first 

one system (usually the fluid) is integrated with an explicit method. The solution of 

this subsystem at the boundary Is used as a contact condition tor the second 

subsystem, which Is lntegrated with an impHeit schema. In genera!, these methods 

show better stablllty properties, but they are still conditionaiiy stable. In an 

implicit-implicit method both subsystems are integrated implicitly, thus improving the 

stability further. In this case a complication arises tor the contact condition. None of 

the subsystems can be integrated first when the contact conditions are not avaiiable 

(which depend on the salution of the other subsystem). This contact condition must 

be extrapolated trom the previous timestep, thus introducing an explicit component in 

the algorithm, which may destroy the stability of the total system. Much attention is 
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paid to stability analyses in order to select the proper extrapolator. An outline of such 

a weakly coupled method is given in appendix B. 

These types of methods can not generally be applied to the combination of an 

incompresslble fluid and a structure which has small lnertia, damping and bending 

stiffness, like a prosthetic laaflet haart valve. Consider tor example the valvular 

opening and closing phase when the valve is at least partly strain tree. Then, in 

soma parts no internal stresses are present and consequently, the fluid torces on 

both sides of the valve must balance. lf a weakly coupled method is applied, flrst the 

position and/or the velocity of the boundary is estlmated. lf flrst the fluid flow is 

computed, generally the fluid stresses on both sides of the valve will not balance. 

The rasuiting fluid load is applied to the valve and the valve displacements are 

computed. Due to the small stlffness of the structure these displacements will be 

large, and may even be inflnite, in order to obtain internal stresses which balance the 

fluid load. Apart trom numerical problems, which may arise because the initial 

estimate of the valve may be an undetermined situation, it will be clear that this 

situation is not physically realistic. In reality, the deformation will be finite since the 

balancing mechanism is not the increase of the internal stresses, but an 

instantaneous fluid pressure rise behind the valve, retarding the valve. This 

correction mechanism is lacking in the weakly coupled approach and the m~thod Is 

therefore expected not to be reliable tor all situations which can be expected when 

examining a laaflet valve. 

lf, on the other hand, the structure would have no inertia and would be 

stress-tree during the full cardiac cycle, an alternative, decoupled strategy would be 

applicable. lf the valve has no lnternal stresses, it can not exert any force on the fluld 

and the valve motion would not affect the fluid flow. Then, it would be possible to 

compute the fluid flow while lgnoring the presence of the valve and to compute the 

valve deformation afterwards, assuming that it flushes along wlth the fluid. A 

continuously stress-tree valve would be of no use, since it does not exert any force 

on the fluid and therefore it can not prevent the fluid trom flowing back into the 

ventricle. So, a decoupled approach will not be applicable. The problem at hand is 

characterized by a combination of situations with and without stress. Since both 

decoupled and weakly coupled methods are not readily applicable, a fully coupled 

approach must be used. 
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1.3.4 Outllne of fully coupled methods 

One could think of a directly fully coupled treatment of fluid and structure. No 

example of such a strategy is found in the literature. An outline of a possible 

approach is given in appendix A. A compllcation is the combination of the 

Langrangian description tor the structure (nodal points coincide with material points 

and move together with the structure) and the Eulerian description tor the fluid (nodal 

points are fixed in space). An arbitrary Langrange-Eular approach tor the ftuid must 

be used in which the nodal points can move with an arbitrary speed. In tact, these 

methods are developed tor weakly coupled strategies, as are described in section 

1.3.3. In those cases the method can be very much simplified since the structure 

displacement is computed first, uncoupled trom the fluid flow. At the moment that the 

ftuid flow must be computed, the position and velocity of the boundaries are all 

known, and the fluid computation is fairly straightforward. The implementation of a 

truly fully coupled method is much more complicated, since ftuid boundary position 

and speed are a tunetion of the fluid flow itself and are therefore unknown. This 

observation gives rise to extra nonlinear terms in the system of equations. At this 

moment, it is not clear how they can affect the stability of the system. 

Another drawback of a directly fully coupled approach is that the number of 

equations which must be solved simultaneously, increases. Furthermore, one is · 

toreed to implament both structure and fluid solver In one software package. This 

may result in large, lnflexible computer codes, which are ditticuit to adapt or maintain. 

Because of these considerations, the directly fully coupled approach is not applied in 

this study. An iteratively fully coupled method does notsuffer trom the disadvantages 

of a directly coupled method. Both subsystems are evaluated separately: one 

subsystem is solved while the other is kapt constant. Therefore, an Eulerian 

description can be used tor the fluid. lf required, both subsystems can be solved with 

a different software package. In genera!, the memory computer requirements wiil be 

less than in the fully coupled approach, since the subsystems are smaller than a 

directly coupled system. A possible drawback could be the .number of iterations 

needed to obtain the solution. 

1.4 Problem deflnltlon 

The general object of this study is the development of a numerical fluid-structure 

interaction model, allowing a full description of the flow field in complex shaped 

domains and tor structures which may have a variety of machanical and dynamica! 
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properties. The structure displacements may be large. The interaction between fluid 

and structure is fully taken into account. An iteratively fully coupled approach will be 

applied. 

Because of computational reasons, the fluid flow and the structure are 

restricted to be two-dimensional. The model valve is shown in tigure 1.5. lt may be 

rigid or segmented, consisting of saveral rigid links. Behind the valve a cylindrical 

cavity is present, which is a modeled version of the physiological sinus of Valsalva. 

The rigid valve and the links can rotate around their points of attachment. No strains 

occur, so their lengths are fixed. The links are attached to the rigid channel or to 

each other by membraneus hinges. These hinges may cause a bending moment. 

Since in general the density of the valve may be different from the density of the fluid 

a gravity or buoyancy force may act on the links. The inertia of the valve is 

neglected. The rigid valve can be regarded as a disc-type prosthesis. With an 

increasing number of links, the segmented valve will bahave more and more like a 

fuliy flexible valve. The fluid flow will be assumed to be incompressible, Newtonian 

and laminar. 

(a) 

u(t) ) 

(b) 

u(t)-.. ) 

Figure 1.5 Two-dimensional heart valve models (a) rigid, (b) segmented 
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1.5 Methods applled 

Saveral fluid models will be used, the most advanced is based on the full 

two-dlmensional Navier-Stokes and continulty equations for a Newtonian, 

incompressible and laminar fluid by a finite element method. Furthermore, two 

simpler, analytica! fluid models will be applied in order to gain more fundamental 

physical understanding of the fluld flow phenomena and to demonstrata the flexibility 

of the Interaction model. The valve is described by the equilibrium equation of a set 

of rigld links. 

The interaction between fluid and structure Is taken fully lnto account. The 

equations of motion of fluid and structure are iteratively coupled. The subsystems are 

evaluated separately and an iteration is applled until equilibrium between fluid and 

valve is achieved. In this way the numerical stability is guaranteed. lt will appear that 

the assumptions, made for fluid and structure, are not restrictive to the actual 

interaction model. For example, inertlal and (visco-) elastic phenomena of the 

structure can easily be incorporated and, as will be illustrated, the interaction model 

can easily be used in combination with any fluid solver, which matches the needs of 

a speeltic problem. 

The theoretica! rnadeis will be validaled by means of a comparison of 

theoretica! simulations to experimental results. 
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2. PHYSICAL-MATHEMATICAL MODELS 

In thls chapter, a model Is presented for the analysls of a coupled system of fluld 

flow and structure motlon. As dlscussed In chapter 1, the approach Is an lteratlvely 

fully coupled one. Saveral varlatlans are developed, uslng different models for the 

fluld flow (numerical or analytlcal) and the valve (rlgld or segmented). 

Unless otherwise stated, dimenslonless quantlties are used. The characterlstlc 

length is defined as the channel helght and the characteristic velocity as the velocity, 

averaged over the channel height at the moment of maximum flow rate. The 

characterlstic time Is defined as the deceleration time if the flow rate Is pulsatile, as 

the perlod time if the flow rate Is varylng harmonically and as the ratio of 

characteristic length and characterlstic velocity if the flow rate is constant. 

2.1 Fluld models 

Figure 2.1 shows a global sketch of the flow field around the rigid model valve in a 

steady flow case. lt is obtained by visualizations by lnk injection in the experimental 

model, which will be described in chapter 3. The fluid phenomena are similar to 

physlological ones: flow separation at the valve tip and the formation of a vortex 

behind the valve. Since both the fluid phenomena and the shape of the domain are 

rather complex, a suitable approach for the flow description In this study is a finite 

element method. In section 2.1.3 such a method is described which solves the full 

Navier-Stokes equations. 

ligure 2.1 Global sketch of the steady flow field around a rigid model valve 
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This numerical model is preceded by two simpler, analytica! models. They are 

introduced because it will turn out that, notwithstanding their simplicity, they are able 

to describe some aspects of the flow field quite wen, albeit in a qualitative way, thus 

giving more insight in the physics of the flow. Furthermore, they illustrate the 

flexibility of the fluid-structure interaction model. Both analytica! models are applied to 

a valve in a steady position. A simple quasi one-dimensional model, based on 

Bernoulli's theorem and conservalion of mass, is given in section 2.1.1. Section 2.1.2 

describes a two-dimensional potential flow model. 

2.1.1 Quasi one-dlmenslonal fluld model 

In this section a simplified analytica! model is presented for the fluid flow around a 

two-dimensional aortic valve. The model is presented for the case of a rigid valve in 

an unsteady flow. Besides, a tormulation is given for segmented valve in a steady 

flow. 

In the derivation of the models it is assumed that the fluid is incompressible, 

that the viscosity of the fluid is negligible and that the velocity gradient in the vertical 

direction is zero ("plug flow"). In order to simulate the effect of flow separation at the 

valve tip, the pressure in the sinus is assumed to be constant and equal to the 

pressure at the downstraam end of the valve. The physiological Reynolds number is 

fairly high (Remax=4500), so viscous effects in the fluid are small indeed. This does 

not hold for the valve tip, where the flow separates. Since the fluid velocity in the 

sinus is much smaller than in the main flow and the pressure must be continuous in 

the vertical direction, the flow separation is accounted for in a simplified way by the 

assumption with respect to the sinus pressure. These assumptions are the same as 

made by van Steenhoven & van Dongen (1979) and by Wipperman (1985) who also 

incorporated the unsteady valve motion in their models. 

Because of these assumptions, the continuity equation reduces to: 

with h0 = 1. The momenturn equation reduces to Bernoulli's theorem: 

xt 
~u2(x) + p(x) = ~ut + Pt + ~ J u(x)dx 

x 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

x denotes the horizontal coordinate, h the local valve height, u and p the axial fluid 
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velocity and pressure, respectively and t the time. Subscripts o and t refer to the 

valve fixation point and the tip respectively. Without loss of generality, it can be 

stated that 

Furthermore, 

x0 - o 
h(O) .. h

0 

xi - xi_1 + licos <Pi 

h1 = hi_1 - lisin <Pi 

h = hi-1 - s sin <Pi 

(2.3) 

(2.4a) 

(2.4b) 

(2.4c) 

(2.4d) 

(2.4e) 

where xi and hi are the horizontal vertical coordinate of the conneetion point between 

the links i and i+ 1, whereas <Pi is the angle between link i and the horizontal axis (cf. 

tigure 2.5). li is the length of link i and s the local coordinate along a link. 

Rlgld valve In a pulsat/Ie flow 

Substitution of (2.1 ), (2.3) and (2.4) in (2.2) gives (with n=1, 1=11 and q>=q>1) an 

expression tor the pressure along the valve: 

_ho ~ [1n(h0- s sinq>) - ln(h0 - I sinq>)J 
s1nq> 

(2.5) 

The moment acting on the valve is obtalned by integrating the pressure along the 

valve according to 

I 
m1 = J p(s) s ds 

0 
(2.6) 
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Substituting (2.5) in (2.6) and using soma standard integrals yields 

_o du (-o-)2ln( ) _ o _ h [ h h h I 2] 
sintp ffi'O si ntp h

0
- I sintp 2 si ntp ! (2.7) 

Segmented valve In a steady Now 

The pressure, integrated force and moment on a link of the chain valve can be 

calculated in a very similar way as in the rigld valve case (if the flow is steady). The 

analog of equation (2.5) for a separate link i is 

p(sl .. ~h0u0 [! - ] 
hi (hi-1 - s sin1Pj)2 

The fluid link force is given by 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.1 0) 

Here fi is directed normal to the link. The link moment due to the fluid is found in an 

analogous way as (2.7): 

(2.11) 

2.1.2 Von Mises fluld model 

An appropriate analytica! model for the steady flow around the rigid valve is given by 

von Mises (Gurevich, 1965). The model is a potentlal flow modeland uses complex 

tunetion theory. For practical application the rasuiting analytica! expression need to 

be evaluated numerically. An outline of the original fluid model is given in appendix 
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C. Here, the essentlals and the application to our problem are given. 

The domain of the model is shown in tigure 2.2. There Is a close rasambiance 

to the aortic model. The sinus Is not explicitly present, but a wake is assumed to be 

present behlnd the valve, bounded by a tree streamllne. At the valve tip, the 

streamline is not in the axial direction (as In the case of the quasi one-dimenslonal 

model in section 2.1.1) but tangentlal to the valve. 

c 
H~-un. 

l ~71 8 
ho I F u, 

H 

f9Jre 2.2 Auid domain aocorcing to the von Mises ftuid model 

The domain in tigure 2.2 is regarded as a complex plane. In this · plane a 

complex velocity and a conesponding velocity potentlal are defined. These quantities 

can be evaluated by transforming the plane to another complex plane, in which the 

fluid domain has the shape of an upper half circle. In turn, this half circle can be 

expanded to the tuil transformed plane. More details of this transformation are given 

in appendix C. With the use of soma complex tunetion theory, the velocity naar the 

valve can be expressed as 

(2.12) 

in which u
0 

is the entrance velocity, J.Ur the angle of the valve with the horizontal 

axis, s the coordinate along the valve trom fixation point to tip and a a parameter 

depending on s according to 

s =I-#Jt [-1-+_1 ___ 2_ 1da'. 
1\ a a'+TJ a'+111J a'+1 a' JL 

(2.13) 

11 is reprasenting the position of the souree of the entrance flow in the transformed 

complex plane and is determined by 

(2.14) 

The pressure p along the valve can be expressed by using Bernoulli's theorem as 
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1 2 1 2 
p(s) - ~ ut - 2 u (s) (2.15a) 

(2.15b) 

with ~ the velocity at the valve tip and at the tree streamline. The moment which is 

exerted by the fluid on the valve is given by 

I 
m1 - J p(s) s ds 

0 
(2.16) 

The fluid problem is fully defined by (2.12) up to (2.15). First '1 must be solved 

trom (2.14). '1 depends only on the given domain parameters JL,I and h0 . Since the 

equation is a nonlinear integral equation, it is solved numericaliy. For that purpose 

(2.14) is redefineet as 

I nl!_ Jl 1 1 2 da f('l) = nn- r [- + ----l -= o 
0 0 0"+ '1 0"+ 11'1 0"+ 1 aJL 

(2.17) . 

which is iteratively solveel with the Van Wijngaarden-Dekker-Brent method (see 

appendix E). The integral in (2.17) is evaluated with a combination of the mldpoint 

rule and a Romberg extrapolation schema (Press, 1985). The mldpoint rule was used 

instead of the more efficient combination of trapezoidal rule and Romberg 

ex1rapolation because of the integrable 11# singularity at 0"=0. Because of this 

singularity also a change of variables is carried out according to 

1 1 -~ 1 

0 
I g( o)da = ~ 

0 
I /f'' -P 1g((ll-1iT)d{J, (2.18) 

in which we used the transformation a-{J11(1-JL). Once '1 is solved trom (2.17), the 

integration (2.16) is performed using a combination of the trapezoidal rule and a 

Romberg extrapolstion schema. This inlegration is not straightforward since (2.13) 

gives s as tunetion of a, but in (2.15) a as function of s is needed. This relation 

cannot be expressed explicltly, so once again Brent's method is used, in this case tor 

finding a tor a given s. This happens in a similar way as described tor the solving of 

(2.17). In this way the numerical solu1ion for the moment on the valve is found. 

An interesting secondary result of the von Mises model is the contraction 

coefficient K, defined as (see also tigure 2.2) 
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(2.19) 

K quantifies the deviatlon of the flow trom a quasi one-dimensional one. In the quasi 

one-dimensional case K=1 slnce a plug flow is assumed both before and behind the 

valve. Once 1J Is solved, K can be calculated straightforward. In tabla 2.1 K is given 

tor soma orlentations of the valve. From this tabla follows that, if the valve Is far 

closed, the velocity far behind the valve is about 20% larger than In the quasi 

one-dimensional case. Since the pressure Is proportional to the square of the 

velocity, the ditterenee Is then about 40%. Gurevich has also computed the 

contraction coefficients (see tabla 2.1 ). Hls results are lnterpolated by a slxth order 

polynom. The rasambiance Is close. 

tabla 2.1: 

'I'~ KG K 

0 1.000 1.000 

10 0.9323 0.9257 

20 0.8705 0.8669 

30 0.8155 0.8155 

35 0.7907 0.7904 

Contraction coefficient K for saveral orientatlons of the valve. KG 
are values basedon results of Gurevich (1965). 

2.1.3 Fin/te element fluld model 

In this section the numerical method, used tor the discretization of the unsteady 

Navier-Stokes and continuity equations, is summarized. lt has been implemented in 

the SEPRAN software package (Segal, 1984). More detailscan be found in appendix 

D and in Cuvelier et al. (1986). 

Flow of an incompressible, Newtonian and isothermal fluid must satisfy the 

Navier-Stokes and continuity equations (1.1) and (1.2) . To solve the velocity and the 

pressure trom the momenturn and continuity equations tor t > to in a domain Q with 

boundary r, boundary and initial conditions are required. In their general form the 

boundary conditions read: 
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u· ii or (S · ii) · ii - un 
) are prescribed on r tor t > to 

u. t or (S · ii) · t - ut 

wlth ii the outward normal unit vector and t the tangentlal unit vector on r and S the 

Gauchy stress tensor. Furthermore as an lnitial condition the velocity field at t - to 
must be prescribed: 

tigure 2.3 

u prescribed on Q tor t - to 

X: velocity 

0 : pressure 

M o dilied Crouze1x-Raviart p; - p
1 

Modlfied Crouzelx p2-p1 elemert, used for spatial discretlzation of 

the Navier-Stokes and continulty equations 

To obtain an approximatlon of the velocity and the pressure field withln a 

two-dimensional domain Q, a standard Galerkin finite element method is applied. A 

7-noded triangular Crouzeix-Raviart element, as shown In tigure 2.3, Is used 

(Cuvelier et al., 1986). The basis functions of the velocity are extended quadratic 

functions. Velocity unknowns are defined in all the nodal points. Pressure unknowns 

are only defined In the center of the element, which are the pressure ltself and its 

spatlal derivatives. The basis functions of the pressure are linear and discontinuous 

over the element boundaries. The advantage of this approach is that per element the 

continuity equation is satisfied. The velocity unknowns and the pressure derivatives 

within the centroid of the element are eliminaled by consideration of the 

Navier-Stokes and continuity equations element-wise. This leads to a total amount of 

unknowns per element of 13. lt can be shown that the element satisfies the 

Babuska-Brezzi condition (Cuvelier et al., 1986). The accuracy of the velocity is of 
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order Ax3 and that of the pressure of order ~x2, with Ax a characteristic element 

slze. An example of a typical element mesh is glven In tigure 2.12. 

The spatlal discretization leads to a set of nonlinear first order differentlal 

equations: 

M ~ + [5 + N(~)]~ + .L T ~ - ! + ~ 
.L~"'Q 

(2.20a) 

(2.20b) 

where 1.! contains the velocity and 12 the pressure unknowns in the nodal points. M .Q 

represents the local acceleration term, .L Tg the pressure gradient term, S u the 

viscous term, N(.Y) .u the conveelive acceleration term and .L .u the velocity 

divergence term. 1 and b reprasent the volume and boundary forces, respectively. In 

order to reduce the number of unknowns, a penalty tunetion method is applied. The 

discretized continuity equation is replaced by: 

(2.21 a) 

or 

(2.21 b) 

with Mp the pressure matrix and e a very small parameter. Substitution of this 

relationship lnto the discretized Navier-Stokes equation leads to: 

(2.22) 

which contains only unknowns tor the velocity. The matrix .LTMp11. is singular (see 

appendix C). This singular matrix is multiplied by the large parameter 1/e and added 

to the regular system matrix. Therefore, tor too small values of e the total system 

matrix bacomes singular, whereas tor too large values of this parameter the 

approximation of the continuity equation is not accurate enough. For the problems 

solved in this study the value of e was chosen to be E= 1 o-6, which leads to values of 

e 11~11 of 0(1 o-6) in the dimensionless tormulation whlch is in the order of the square 

root of the machine precision ..jry, 71 = 10-15. More details are given by Cuvelier et al. 

(1986). 

The local time derivative in (2.20) is approximated by the generalized 

trapezoidal rule: 
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(2.23a) 

(2.23b) 

in which !:!" is an abbreviation for \:!(nöt) with öt the time step. lf (} = 1 the method is 

equivalent to the Euler-impliclt schema, which is unconditionally stabie and first order 

accurate in time. lf (} - 0.5, the method is a Crank-Nicolson scheme, which is also 

unconditionally stabie and second order accurate in time. Although the 

Crank-Nicolson schema has the highest order of accuracy, in this study (}- 1 will be 

used. The motivatlon is found in the observation that, for raasons which are not 

completely clear yet, the computed pressure shows small oscillations around the 

correct values if a Crank-Nicolson scheme is used (van de Vosse, 1986&1987). 

Soma attention to this phenomena will be paid in section 2.4. The restrietion to a first 

order schema is not inherent to the fluid-structure interaction algorithm ltself (there 

are no objectlansfora higher order scheme), but is a result of a limitation of the fluid 

solver. 

The nonlinear convective term N(!,!) \:! in (2.20a) is linearized by a Newton

Raphson ltsration schema: 

(224) 

with i the index of the iteration step and J(!;!) the Jacobian matrix of N(!,!) \:!· 
Substituting equations (2.21), (2.22) and (2.23) into (2.20) leads to the final set of 

equations: 

(2.25) 

At every time step a full Newton-Raphson iteration is carried out until 

11 
i+1 ill ~ m~x .l.!j -.l.!j < unewton 

J 
(2.26) 

with Dnewton= 1 o-6. At every iteration step the system (2.25) is built and solved. The 

condition of the system matrix is bad, due to the use of the penalty tunetion method. 

So without preconditioning, iterative methods are not suitabie for solving the system 
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of equations. Here, a direct solving technique is used. The system matrix is 

asymmetrie due to the contribution of the asymmetrie convective matrix N. Therefore, 

symmetrie solvers like LDLT- and GGT-decomposition of the system matrix are not 

suitable here and one is toreed to use an asymmetrie LU-factorization technique 

(Cuvelier et al., 1986). Attempts have been made to reduce the number of iteration 

steps but experiments with simplified Newton schemes, when the Jacobian matrix is 

not updated every iteration step, did not result in a decreasing amount of computing 

time. 

Aftar converganee the pressure at \,+ 1 in the centrold of the element is 

computed trom (2.21 b) and lts derivatives trom the Navier-Stokes equation (Cuvelier 

et al., 1986). The normal and tangentlal stresses are interpolated to the element 

vertices. The total fluid moment acting on the valve is obtained by integrating the 

local stress over the valve. Since the stresses are known to vary linearly over each 

element, the fluid moment is integrated exactly (at least within the accuracy of the 

finite element discretization) in an analytica! way. 

As initial conditlon, the steady state solution tor a fully opened valve is taken. 

The boundary conditions are prescribed according to figure 2.4. At the entrance, a 

fully developed parabolle axial velocity profile is prescribed and the radial flow is set 

to zero. The entrance channel is chosen to be long enough to guarantee a tuil 

development of the unsteady velocity profile. This fully developed entrance condition 

is used, although it does not correspond to the physiological one, since it facilitates 

the experimental verification. As contact condition on the valve, the fluid velocity is 

set equal to the local valve velocity, determined trom the actual valve position and 

that at the previous point of time. At the outlet a stress tree flow condition is 

prescribed. 

u,=O 
L---------------------------------~ 

tigure 2.4 Boundary conditions applied to the fluid 

CYn=Ü 

CY,=O 
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2.2 Structure model 

The aortic valve Is modeled as a two-<:llmenslonal chaln conslsting of a flnlte number 

(n) of rigid segments, with one dagree of treedom each: thelr angle of rotation (tlgure 

2.5). In the special case when n-1, the valve is completely rigid, rotatabla only 

around lts point of fixation. The following torces and moments are actlng on the 

segments: buoyancy force, fluld force and bending moment in the contact points 

(figure 2.6). In figures 2.7 and 2.8 soma segment quantltles are defined. The inertia 

of the valve is neglected. 

At each point of time a segment must satisty the equilibrium conditloos 

f~x 1 + t~2 + f~ + tifx = 0 (227a) 

I i I . 
fhy1 + fhy2 + fgy + flfy = 0 (2.27b) 

(2.27c) 

with t
9 

the buoyancy force ,ft the fluld force, fh the hinge force respectively. I is the 

length of the segment and 1
9 

the position of the center of mass. Index I rafers to 

segment I, subscripts x and y refer to the horizontal and vertical directlons, whereas 

1 and 2 reter to the left and right edge, respectively. m} denotes the moment about 

the contact point with segment i-1 due to the fluld flow. mb Is the bending moment In 

the contact points. The components of the buoyancy force are given by 

(2.28) 

with r the effective weight per length. For the bending moment in the contact points it 

is assumed that it can be described by 

(2.29) 

The parameters l'i· lgi and ~i will be determined experimentally, accompanied with 

some additional assumptions. This will be discussed in chapter 3. The fluid torces 
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i+ 1 

fig.Jre 2.5 Definition of the geometry of a segmented valve 

f 
buoyancy 

figure 2.6 Farces acting on a valve 
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C/)0 

figure 2.7 Definition of some parameters of a rigid valve 

f fx' f bx 

ligure 2.8 Definition of forces, acting on a segment of a segmented valve 
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and moments must be calculated by one of the fluid moelels from sectien 2.1. On the 

segment edges the contact conditlens 

t i ti +1 hx2,.- hX1 
f i ti +1 
hy2 .. - hy1 

mi _ -mi+1 
b2- b1 

are imposed. The boundary conditlens for segment n 

f~x2- 0 

~y2- 0 

m~ = 0 

(2.30a) 

(2.30b) 

(2.30c) 

(2.31a) 

(2.31b) 

(2.31c) 

complete the set of equations. For an arbitrary set fPï (i=1,n} the system is not in 

equilibrium. For those statas a residual moment m~es per segment is defined as 

(2.32} 

The unknown contact forces can be calculated in a recursive way: 

f i ti+1 ti ti hx1 ,. hx1 - gx- fx (2.33a} 

fi ti+1 ti fi hy1 .. hy1 - gy - fy (2.33b} 

Starting from the valve tip, where boundary conditions (2.31} can be applied, the 

contact forces f~x and f~Y can be calculated tor every segment with (2.33}, which in 

turn can be substituted in (2.32}. This leads, together with (2.29} and (2.30) and 

expresslons for the fluid moment and torces from sectien 2.1, to n equations with 

unknowns IPï (i=1,n}. 

The desired equilibrium state is achieved when all the residual moments (2.32} 

are zero. This state cannot be found directly because the rasuiting set of equations 

can be strongly nonlinear. When a finite element fluid model is applied it is even 

essentially impossible, since no explicit expression for fluid forces and moments can 

be given. Therefore, an iterative solving procedure must be used. This is subject of 

the next section. 
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2.3 Fluld-structure Interaction models 

In sections 2.1 and 2.2 several models for fluid and structure have been introduced. 

They have been treated separately, without taklng into account the interaction 

between them. In this sectlon two models are presenled which provide for the 

interaction between fluid flow and structure motion. The first one is sultabla for a rlgid 

valve, which has only one dagree of freedom. In that case, the valve equilibrium 

position is equivalent to the root finding of a nonlinear scalar equation. This approach 

Is not sultabla for a segmented valve, which has more dagrees of freedom. 

Therefore, the equilibrium search is reformulated as a minimization problem. · Both 

methods are iterative ones and make an explicit attempt to combine robustness with 

efficiency. 

2.3.1 Single degree of treedom 

In section 2.2 the search for the equilibrium position of a rigid valve in a fluld flow is 

reduced to the root finding of a nonlinear lunetion with one independent variable, say· 

m(cp) .. 0 (2.34) 

Since the tunetion Is nonlinear, an iterative method is necessary which is expected to 

rasuit in a sequence cp0 , ... ,<Pj wlth glven initial estimate cp0 and 

!im (J)I=a 
j--+ao 'I 

m(a)- 0 

(2.35) 

(2.36) 

In general, m(cp) may have more roots. lf m has only one root then the equilibrium 

position of the valve is unique. For the solution of such nonlinear scalar equations, a 

number of methods exlsts. An Important feature of such methods Is the order of 

converganee p defined as the largast value of p tor which the limit 

0SK<1 (2.37) 

exists. lf p=1 and K > 0 the converganee is linear, if p=1 and K=O or if p>1 it Is 

superlinear. Another important consideration is the fact that the derivative of m with 
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respect to q> can not be evaluated. A very suitable methad for thls study is the 

methad of van Wijngaarden & Dekker, later lmproved by Brent (1973). For brevity lt 

wlll be referred to as Brenrs method. In thls study, a modifled version of the souree 

code, supplied by Press et al. (1985) is used. 

Brent's methad guarantees global converganee to a root of arbltrary nonlinear 

equation. lt Is never slgniflcantly slowar than the classica! biseetion methad (p = 1 

and K- 0.5). Moreover, a fast superlinear converganee Is obtained close to roots of 

continuously differentiable functions (p=~(1 +.JS) "' 1.62). Essentlally, the methad is a 

combination of biseetion and successive interpolation. In this way it combines 

robustness with tast convergence. A brief outllne of the method Is given in appendix 

E. A discussion of its merlts is given by Presset al. (1986). 

Brent's methad guarantees converganee only if the root is initially bracketed. 

That leaves the problem how to bracket it. There is no general salution for this 

problem. The strategy of choice heavily depends on the features of the tunetion 

involved. Important factors are the bounds of the regions on which the tunetion is 

defined, the existence of multiple roots and singularities and the computational effort 

required for the evaluation of the function. 

The ftuid moment is expected to be a regular smooth monotonic tunetion of 

position. Furthermore, one bracketing Interval is a priori known: the equilibrium 

position must be somewhere between the fully opened en fully closed position. So, at 

first sight the problem is simple: use Brenfs methad with both extreme positions as 

starting interval. However, soma practical points and soma principal problems must 

be considered. 

The motion of the valve can be expected to be a smooth tunetion of time, since 

the physiological flow rate variations are also smooth. So, the equilibrium position of 

the previous time step will be a fair estimate for the solution on the next. This will 

imprave the converganee of the Newton iteration tor the fluid flow, since it is very 

sensitive to the quality of the initia! estimate. On the other hand, it will also speed up 

the Brent iteration procedure for the valve position, since close to the root 

superlinear converganee may be expected. In order to take advantage of the 

computational work done in the previous time steps, it is important to avoid 

unnecessary jumps far from the solution. lt is especially important to limit the 

evaluations for a relatively far closed valve, since the further the valve is closed the 

harder the fluid flow can be solved. Then, finer element meshes and more Newton 

iteration steps are necessary. On the other hand, care must be taken that the 

bracketlog is carried out fast enough, otherwise the bracketing of the root would be 

far more expensive than the final converganee to it. 'Going downhill' with a 
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sequence of careful, small stepscan easlly be too costly. 

The bracketing method whlch is applied in thls study is a restricted 

extrapolation. As a flrst estimate the solution of the previous time step Is taken. The 

sign of the moment Is tested and as a second estimate a trial step is taken in the 

direction in which the valve Is being pushed. Then a linear extrapolation Is performed 

and the next estimate is taken somewhat further than the zero crossing of the 

extrapolating line, In order to increase the chance that the root Is bracketed indeed. 

Both the extrapolatlng step and the extrapolated position are restrlcted to predefined 

limits. Successlve linear extrapolation Is performed until the root is bracketed. The 

bracketlog and lnterpolatlon processIs illustrated In tigure 2.9. 

figure 2.9 

1· ln1tial estimate 

2: Tnal step 

5 

' ' 

3: Restncted extrapolat1on 

4: lnterpolat1on 

5: B1sec t1 on 

6 : lnterpolat1on 

4 3 

Diagram of the bracketing and interpolation procedure, used for 

the converganee to the equilibrium pooition of a rigid valve 
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2.3.2 Multiple degrees of treedom 

The set of equilibrium conditions tor a multi-segment valve (section 2.2) results in a 

set of n nonlinear equations of n unknowns <Pi· This set of equations is solved by 

reformulating the problem as a nonlinear least squares problem. Define a residual 

moment 

(2.38) 

where r is total residual moment to be minimized and mi the moment, acting on 

segment i, which is a tunetion of a position set p. Once a minimum of r is found 

which equals zero, p contains the equilibrium position of the valve segments and 

therefore of the valve itself. The segment moments m1 depend on all q>0 ,. .. (/)n· In 

general no explicit relation tor this dependenee can be given, especially not when the 

finite element fluid model (section 2.1.3) is used. A consequence is that derivatives 

cannot be calculated. Therefore, a method must be used which does not require the 

evalustion of derivatives. A very suitable nonlinear least squares method tor this 

study is Powelfs hybrid method (Powell, 1970, implemented in the NAG-iibrary). 

Since the problem is nonlinear, the method is an iterative one. Essentialiy, it is 

a combination of the classica! Gauss-Newton and steepest-descent methods. The 

Gauss-Newton method converges superlinearly close to minimum, but far trom the 

minimum the converganee can be poor or even absent. The steepest-descent 

method is much more robust, but its converganee is in general slow. Each next 

iteration step is a mixture of a Gauss-Newton step and a steepest-descent step. This 

mixture is controlled by a comparison of the actual reduction, obtained in the 

previous iteration steps, and the predieled reduction, assuming the residual to be 

quadratic. lf the progressis poor, the steepest-descent step is favored, otherwise the 

Gauss-Newton step Is. At the start of the iteration, the derivatives of the segment 

moments with respect to the segment positions are approximated by finite 

differences. Later, the derivative information is updated, using the tunetion 

evaluations only, by assuming that the segment moments mi depend linearly on p 
(Broyden's rank-one update). 

Llke Brent's methad (section 2.3.1 ), Poweli's method combines a robust 

converganee far trom the equilibrium position, with a fast, superiinear converganee 

close to it. The well-known Newton-Raphson method tor the salution of sets of 

nonJinaar equations lacks this type of robustness and is therefore not applied here. 
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figure 2.10 

On the analysis of movlng heart va/ves 

yes 

estimate 

valve posit1on 

update mesh & 
boundary conditions 

solve unsteady 

f lu id flow 

compute moment 

no 

no 

Flow chart of the fluid-structure Interaction algorithm for each 
timestep 
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More details of Powell's hybrid method are glven in appendix E and in Powell (1970) 

and Scales (1985). 

Notwithstandlng the robustness of Powell's hybrid method, occasionally it fails 

to find the equilibrium position. In these cases, a new inltial estimate is generated 

and the iteration process Is restarted. 

2.3.3 Summary of algorlthm 

A summary of the rasuiting algorithm is given in the flow chart of tigure 2.1 0. lt is 

valid tor both the rigid and segmented valve. 

At the start of each time step some initlallzations are performed. As an initial 

estimate tor the valve position the position at the prevlous time step is taken. Then, 

the finite element mesh is updated and the fluid boundary conditions at the 

fluid-valve contact surface are updated. The valve velocity is obtained trom a 

straightforward finite ditterenee approximation using its positions on the previous and 

the current timestep. The normal fluid velocity at the contact surface is set equal to 

the local valve velocity. The tangentlal fluid velocity is set to zero. 

Next, the fluid velocity field is solved. Since this is a nonlinear probiem, a 

Newton-Raphson iteration is used. lf the velocity field is known, the pressure and 

shear stresses in the element centraids are computed and interpolated to the 

element vertices. The fluid moment acting on each segment is obtained by 

integrating the fluid stresses. Then it is checked whether they are in equilibrium with 

the bending and buoyancy moments. lf not, a new valve position estimate is 

generated using Brent's method or Powell's hybrid method. This is proceeded until 

the valve is in equilibrium. Then the algorithm proceeds with the next timestep. 

2.4 Numerical tests 

In this section some aspects of the accuracy of the salution and of converganee and 

efficiency of the methods are considered. 

2.4.1 Fin/te element mesh 

The spatlal discretization of the fluid domain lnto finite elements introduces a 

truncation error tor the velocity salution which is of order (öx)P with öx a 

characteristic element size. lf the mesh is refined, so that öx decreases, the salution 

of a discretized linear system is expected to converga to the exact salution according 
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to 

(2.39) 

with ~ 1 =~(Ax), ~2=~(.1x/2) and ~4=~(Ax/4) and 11 11 soma norm. In order to verity the 

convergence, as norm a discrete L2-norm is used, according to 

(2.40) 

with n the number of dagrees of freedom. Figure (2.11) shows two of the element 

meshes which are used tor this verification. The element distribution is approximately 

equidistant and the elements are refined by a factor 2 in each direction at each 

retinament step. Tables 2.2 shows that the velocity lndeed converges if the mesh is 

refined, with p = 2.1. Tabla 2.3 shows that the fluld moment converges wlth p"" 1.4. 

fig.Jre 2.11 

(b) 

Finite element meshes used for checking the converganee in the 
element mesh (a) raferenee mesh Ax (b) refined mesh Ax/2 

The ditterenee between the velocity solutlon on the coarsest and that on the 

finest mesh is only 0.3%, so the coarse mesh is expected to give results tor the 

velocity field with suftleient accuracy tor the purpose of this study. This is not true tor 

the fluid moment. The ditterences between the solution obtained with different mesh 

distributions increases to 26% at Re = 500, probably due to discretization errors. The 
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use of a very fine element mesh is not acceptable since 1t requires an amount of 

computing time which is too large tor an application combined wlth the iterative 

fluid-structure Interaction algorlthms. The accuracy of the coarse mesh can be 

lmproved by choosing the element distribution according to tigure 2.12 while keeping 

the number of unknowns approximately equal. The ditterenee between the fluid 

moment of the optimized mesh and the finest mesh (Ax/4), which is taken as the 

raferenee case, is -0.2% at Re - 100, 4% at Re .. 300 and 9% at Re- 500 (see 

tabla 2.3). This suggests an acceptable accuracy tor the optimized mesh at low 

values of the Reynolds number, but some care must be taken at higher values. In 

chapter 4, the computation of the fluid moment will be validateel by a comparison with 

experimental data. 

tabla 2.2 

tabla 2.3 

11~111 0.7448665 

11~211 0.7430119 

11~411 0.7426367 

11!!1-~211 0.0126023 

11!!2-~411 0.0029955 

p = 2.07 

Converganee of velocity if mesh is refined (~f velocity from 

standard characterlstic mesh size L\x8 ; ~2: L\x = L\xs/2; ~4: 

L\x = L\xs/4) 

Re=100 Re=300 Re=500 

0.70602 4.95348 13.19103 

0.66355 4.44402 11.22894 

0.64762 4.18953 10.44877 

1.42 1.37 1.33 

0.64632 4.35066 11.38194 

Converganee of the fluid moment mf if the mesh is refined 

isotropically (m11 : standard characteristic mesh size Llxs; m12: 

L\x = L\xs/2; mf4: L\x = L\xs/4) and the fluid moment mfo rasuiting 

trom the optimized mesh 
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figure 2.12 

On the analysis of moving heart valves 

Optimized finite element mesh, used In the remalnder of the 
study 

2.4.2 Time dlscretlzatlon 

The time integration is tested tor the situatlon of a rigid valve in a fixed positlon when 

flow rate is pulsatlie. First, the velocity field is solved and then the fluid moment is 

computed by integration of the pressure and shear stress over the valve. Figure 2.13 

shows the fluid moment obtained by the Euler-implicit and Crank-Nicolson methods 

for two different time steps. 

Ê 
6 
.._.<i 
c• QJ!!! 
E 
0 
E 

figure 2.13 

Fluid moment on a fixed valve 
Pulsatile flow 
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• 
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Time(-) 

9=1 
61=0.25 

9= 1 
61=0.125 

9=0.5 
61=0. 125 

9=0.5 
6=0.25 

Numerically computed moment on a fixed valve due to a 
pulsatile flow rate as a function of time for different time 
inlegration parameters 

As mentioned before, the implementation of the Crank-Nicolson method in the 

finite element model exhibits oscillations in the pressure. For a small timestep 

(~t=0.125) the oscillations are small but significant. For a somewhat larger timestep 

(~t=0.25) the course of the pressure starts smooth, but aftar the sharp dip of the 
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deceleratlon phase, a large osclllation is lnitiated which continues durlng the 

computatlon (in this case the first computed perlod Is shown). The origln of these 

osclllations Is not yet fully understood. 1t is assumed that they are caused by the use 

of the penalty tunetion method. Small fluctuatlons In the velocity solution which occur 

during the computatlon can not be ellmlnated or dampad by the Crank-Nicolson 

method. These osclllatlons themselves are small. However, the pressure Is 

computed trom (2.21b), so the pressure oscillatlons are a factor 1/e-106 larger than 

those of the veloclty. For computatlon of the fluid field alone, without any 

fluld-structure lnteractlon, these osclllatlons are not troublesome, since they can be 

eliminated ettectlvely by applying a two-step method whlch gives the pressure at the 

intermediale time levels t .. (n+~)At (van de Vosse, 1987). In cases with 

fluid-structure lnteractlon, this two-step method can not be applied since the fluid 

moment, and therefore the fluid pressure, at the time levels t = (n+ 1 )At are required. 

lf the Euler-implicit schema is used, no oscillations are observed. A slight 

ditterenee occurs if the time step is changed, indicating the presence of numerical 

damping due to the first order truncation error. Since this ditterenee is small and 

since the salution is close to that of the second order accurate Crank-Nicolson 

method, the numerical damping is only small here. Therefore, the Euler-implicit 

method with At .. 0.25, is found to be of suftielent accuracy tor this study. 

2.4.3 Convergence 

In the algorithm, saveral iteration methods are used. In this section the converganee 

of these methods is verified. 

A Newton-Raphson iteratlon is applied tor the linearization of the noniinear 

convective term of the Navier-Stokes equation. lts theoretica! order of convergence, 

as defined by equation 2.37, is p = 2. The actual converganee may be judged from 

the analysis of the behavior of the expression 

(2.41) 

with 11 11 chosen according to (2.40). p is equal to the slope of a linear fit in a plot of 

II.Yj+1- .Yjll against II.Yj+2- .Yj+111 on a log-log scale. The converganee processis shown 

in tigure 2.14. A superlinear converganee is observed, with a converganee rate close 

to the theoretica! expected one, until the subsequent ditterenee between two iteration 

steps is decreased to about 1 o-9. Due to the truncatlon errors in the finite element 
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discretization and to the finite machine floatlng point precision (1 o-15) the solution 

does not converga any further. In the remalnder of this study, the Newton lteration is 

stoppad when the ditterenee between the solutlons of two successive iteration steps 

is less then 1 o-6, since this appears to yield a suftielent accuracy. 

-L 
:::l2 
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L 

,;?2 
(J) 
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figure 2.14 

Converganee of iteration 
Newton-Raphson 

0.-------------------------n 

-2 
)=1 

-4 

j=2 • result 

-6 theory 

-8 J=4 

• i=3. 

- 10 
-10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 

Convergence test of the Newton-Raphson lteration method, 
which is applied to solve the set of finite element fluid equations 
(steady flow, Re=100). j corresponds to the lteration index. 

The order of converganee of the Brent lteration Is expected to be 

approximately that of the successive linear interpolatlon method (secant method), i.e. 

~( 1 +J5) "" 1.62. The actual converganee Is shown In tigure 2.15. First, the 

converganee is checked tor the Brent iteration in combination with the analytica! 

quasi one-dimensional fluid model, whose solutlon Is not subjected to truncation or 

discretization errors. The converganee continues until the ditterenee between two 

successive iteration steps is in the order of the machine precision. The order of 

converganee is very close to the theoretica! one. lf the Brent lteration is used 

together with the finlte element fluid model, the ditterenee between successive 

iteration steps can not be further decreased than about 1 o-s, which Is approximately 

the square root of the machine precision. The converganee process is slightly slower 

than for the analytica! fluid model. Especially, beyond a subsequent ditterenee of 10-6 

the converganee bacomes slower. In thls study, the Brent truncation criterion is 

chosen to be 10-6. 
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Convergence of Jteration 
Brent 

0 

-2 

J=3. 

-4 • • result F2 
anaJ 

j=4 • result 
-6 j=3 run 
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-B j=4 • 

j=5 

-10 
- 10 -8 - 6 -4 -2 0 

Converganee test of Brent's method, which Is applied to find the 

equilibrium position of a f'i9d valve, combined with the quasi 

one-dimensional analytica! and finite element numerical models 

(steady flow, Re-100). j COI"responds to the iteration index. 

Convergence of iteration 
Powell hybrid 
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Converganee test of Powell's hybrid method, which is used to 
find the equilibrium position of a segmented valve (4 segments) 

in combination with the finite element fluid model (steady flow, 
Re=100). j corresponds to the iteration index. 

2.27 
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The converganee behavior of Powell's hybrid method Is slmllar to that of 

Brent's method (tigure 2.16). Aft er soma Initia I iteratlon steps, requlred tor the 

estlmatlon of the Hesslan matrix (]~1 ,4, not shown in tigure 2.16), the converganee is 

superiinear untll a subsequent ditterenee of 1 o-8 (the square root of the machine 

precision) is achleved. After thls point the converganee slows down. The subsequent 

ditterenee can not be diminished further than about 1 o-10• As a truncation criterion 

1 o-8 is chosen. 
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lteration efficiency Brent 
Steady flow 

llrt>=0.3 
1=1.0 

!@Wtf1%M root 
bracketing 

root 
approximation 

Cumulative rumbar of Newton iteratlons r8CJ.Iired by the finite 
element !luid model in order to find the 8CJ.iilibrlum position of a 
rlgid valve In a steady flow for varlous bracketlng strategies 
(.:\q>:trial step, f: extrapolstion factor, Re=300, first estimate 
tp=O.O" equilibrium posltion (/)-0.2380, truncation criteria: 

önewton= 10-4, c\x.ern·10-4) 

lf the finite element fluid model Is applied, a Newton iteratlon is required tor 

each Brent or Powell iteration step, i.e. tor each position estimate. In this study, the 

computation time is dominated by the solving of the fluid· equations. Therefore, the 

computational aftort Is directly proportional to the number of Newton iterations per 

timestep. Figure 2.17 shows the number of Newton iterations in case of a steady 

flow for various bracketing strategies. In thls case 6 posltion estimates and between 

16 and 26 Newton iteration steps are required, which are typical numbers tor steady 

flow cases. From tigure 2.17 it is evident that the required number of position 

estimates tor the root bracketing equals that tor the accurate approximation by 

Brent's method. Nevertheless, most computatlonal effort Is used tor the root 
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bracketing. The total aftort depends quite strongly on the bracketing procedure. lf a 

large arbitrary estlmation step ácp-0.3 is chosen, 26 Newton iteration are required. 

Th is is decreased to 16 if the step is chosen as árp-1 o-6, which is a gain of 38%. So 

a caretul trimming of the bracketlng parameters can reduce the computational effort. 

lf Brenfs method is applied to a case with a pulsatile flow rate, as shown in 

tigure 2.18, the result is slmilar to that of the steady flow case. About 20 Newton 

. iteratlon steps per timestep are required. The trlmmlng of the bracketlng parameters 

is somewhat more complicated, since the valve displacement per timestep varles 

strongly during the flow cycle. As mlght be expected, the computatlonal aftort is 

smaller lf the valve velocity Is modest (durlng diastollc phase and in maximal opened 

position, which is just aftar the flow rate maximum as will be shown in chapter 4) 

than when the valve is accelerated (during flow acceleration and deceleratlon). 
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Cumulative rumber of Newton iterations required by the finite 

element fluid model in order to find the dynamic equilibrium 
position of a rigid valve in a pulsatile flow (Re=313, St=0.69, 

truncation criteria: c5newton= 10-4, ~ent=10-6, initial bracketing 

step áqr-0.03, zero bending moment and buoyancy force) 

Figure 2.19 shows the computational aftort lf Powell's hybrid method is applied. 

lt appears that tor a valve of only one segment (which is in tact a rigid valve) 

Poweil's minimization method Is only slightly less efficient than Brent's root finding 

method. Poweil's method requires 11 position estimates, whereas tor Brent's method 

only six are sufficient, but the amount of Newton iterations is comparable. This is in 
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contrast to what was expected, since Brent's method Is able to use the signs of the 

evaluated tunetion values, thus having more lnformatlon available than Powell's 

method, which takes only the magnitude into account. Apparently, Powell's method 

behaves more subtie if the iteration process Is still far trom the solution. The 

maximum step which might be taken is carefully controlled by the algorithm itself, 

rasuiting in smaller steps than the bracketlng method used tor Brent's method. The 

smaller the position step is, the better is the Initia! estimate of the fluid velocity field 

tor the Newton iteration process. Powell's method requires about 1.7 Newton steps 

per position estimate, whereas the bracketing+Brent method requires at least 2.7 

steps. The computational aftort increases with the number of valve segments. For 

one segment 11 positions estimates and 19 Newton steps are used, whereas a valve 

of slxteen segments needs 52 position estlmates and 70 Newton steps. This 

increase is falrly modest and is less than tor various classlcal methods, for which the 

number of tunetion evaluations (i.e. position estimates) is approximately proportional 

to the number of dagrees of treedom (nu mbar of segments) (Box,1966) 
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2.5 Discussion 

Each of the interaction methods tor a rigid or a segmented valve can be combined 

with a particular fluid model, thus rasuiting in a variety of model evolutions. As will be 

obvious and as will be shown in chapter 4, the finite element method yields the most 

versatile and accurate fluid model. The computations are performed on an 

Apollo-DN3000 minicomputer and on an Alliant FX/4 mini-supercomputer with two 

parallel vector processors. 

The interaction algorithm inherently satisfies the physical equilibrium conditions 

and the contact conditions at the fluid-structure interface. Since the fluid flow is 

integrated in time with an unconditional numerical stability and since the structure at 

the end of each timestep is guaranteed to be in equilibrium with the fluid, an 

unconditional numerical stability for the total algorithm may be expected. 

In thls study it Is assumed that the equilibrium situatlon of the fluid-structure 

system Is a uniqua one. In general, this condition is not necessarily satisfied. The 

structure may have more than one (local) equilibrium position or bifurcations in the 

fluid or structure solution may occur. Since the Reynolds number is rather low 

(Re::; 1 000), fluid flow bifurcations are not expected. The valve is always exposed to 

external fluid stresses, so it is likely that the solution of the structure will be well 

determined. The initial estimate at each timestep (the solution at the previous one) 

will be not far away trom the equilibrium position, since the fluid moment is 

continuous in time. Therefore, if a minimum of the residual moment is found (which 

equals zero), i1 is very likely that i1 is indeed the correct equilibrium position. The 

existence of the solution Is in the problem at hand nota point of discussion, since it 

is known that the valve must be somewhere between the fully opened and fully 

closed position. Because of these considerations, in this study no special care is 

taken to avoid the problems mentioned above. 

The applied trial and error mesh optimization method yields an element 

distribution which is approximately optimal for the specific geometry and flow under 

consideration. A more advanced optimization method would be an adaptive mesh 

strategy, in which the mesh is adapted in every situation In such a way that the 

spatlal discretization error is distributed homogeneously over the domain. 

In the structure model, elastic, visco-elastic and inertlal effects are not taken 

into account. This simplification is not inherent to the algorithm, but it is induced by 

the subject of study, in which these phenomena are not relevant. Elasticity and 

visco-elasticity can readily be incorporated in the structure equilibrium equations. lf a 
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more sophisticated model is required, the equilibrium of the structure may be 

evaluated by a flnlte element method. lf inertlal effects are relevant, the equilibrium 

condition of a segment can be generallzoo according to the familiar equation 

(2.42) 

wlth lv the moment of inertia of the valve and ~ the angular acceleratlon. The second 

order time derivative can de discretized by alther 

q/1+1 = [qf1+1 - 2qf1 + qf1'"1]Jàt2 + O(àt) (2.43) 

or, if a second order accurate fluid solver is used, 

(2.44) 

These expresslons can be verifled by using Taylor series expansions. 

Extension of the analytica! fluid models to moving valves can easily be 

developed, especially wlth respect to the quasi-one-dimensional model. Since this is 

not of primary interest in this study, no further attention is pald to such extensions. 



3. EXPERIMENTS 

The theoretica! models, introduced in the previous chapter, will be validated by 

means of a comparison of theoretica! predictlons to experimental results. In sections 

3.1 through 3.3 the experimental setup is described. Section 3.4 gives the results of 

soma experimental tests. Finally, the estimation of the valve parameters and its 

impact on the accuracy of the compu1ed valve equilibrium positlon are described in 

sections 3.5 and 3.6. 

3.1 Experlmental setup 

The experimental setup is shown in tigure 3.1. The flow system consists of three 

reservoirs and a steady pump, maintaining a constant pressure difference. The flow 

rate in the actual model is reguiateel by an electrically controlled motor valve. Behind 

the valve a diffusor is present in order to break down vortices. The inlet length before 

the model Is long enough to ensure that the flow is fully developed and laminar, in 

both steady and unsteady cases. As fluid water Is used, to which 0.05% of an oil 

emulsion (Dromus Shell, normally used as coollog fluid during drilling and milling) is 

added as seeding tor laser Doppier measurements. 0.0002% CuSO 4 is added to 

prevent the growth of micro-organisms. 

i 

figure 3.1 
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Diagram of the experimental sett4J 
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force transducer 

f .·.···· ··-·:! 

figure 3.2 Detail of the experlmental rigd valve modeL A similar setup is 
used for a segmented valve 

fig.Jre 3.3 Three-<iimensional sketch of the experimental aorta model (sizes 
are in mm) 
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The aorta model is shown In soma more detail In tigure 3.2. Valve, aorta and 

sinus can be recognlzed. A sketch of the three-dimensional shape is given in tigure 

3.3. The channel height is 20 mm. The ratio of height to depth Is 1 :6 in order to 

create a situatlon which is approximately two-dimensional. 

In the remalnder of this study, two different experlmental situatlons will be 

consldered. The first is that of the valve held In a flxed posltlon. In thls situatlon a 

force transducer Is mounted to the valve, whlch measures the torces actlng on the 

valve by the fluld flow, the buoyancy andlor the membrane. An adjustable float 

prevents the force transducer from being overloaded. Especially in the unsteady flow 

case, soma leakage flow through the conneetion hole In the top of the sinus is 

present. In order to minimize this flow, an adjustable pinhole is present. The diameter 

of the transducer rod is 1.5 mm, the diameter of the pinhole 1.9 mm. This choice is a 

compromise between the minimization of the leakage flow at one hand and of the 

friction between rod and pinhole at the other. By measuring the rise of the fluid level 

in the vertical tube, it is estimated that the leakage flow rate is about 0.2-0.4% of the 

aorta flow rate. 

The second experimental sltuation is that of a valve which is allowed to move 

freely in the fluid. In thls case the valve will always be in dynamica! equilibrium with 

the fluld. The position and motion of the valve wlll be registered. 

cavity 
transducer 

rod 
rigid valve 

2 

sheet 

1 
segment marker 

\~~~n~~~; 

figure 3.4 
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Detailed sketch of the rigld and segnented valve moelels (sizes in 
mm) 
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The rigid valve is constructed trom two slices of polystyrene attached to a 

silicon rubber sheet (see tigure 3.4). The part of the sheet which sticks out on the 

back of the valve is used to fix the valve to the aorta wall. The fixation angle is 0. 785 

rad (45~. In one of the slices a cavity is machined out in order to make the resultant 

density of the valve less than that of water. The density of the valve is about 95% of 

that of the fluid. The tip of the valve is sharp (tip angle is 30°) in order to assure that 

the flow always separates at the tip. The lengthof the valve is 27.7 mm,the thickness 

is 2.1 mm and the width Is 119.2 mm, leaving a slit of 0.4 mm between the valve and 

the front and rear channel walls. The force transducer rod can be fixed to the valve 

by a hinge at a dlstance 4 = 12.7 mm trom the edge where the valve is connected to 

the wall. The transducer fixation point is 1 0 mm trom the symmetry plane of the aorta 

model in order to minimize the flow disturbances in the central part of the flow 

channel. The relatlonshlp between the measured force f and the moment m is given 

by 

The segmented valve is constructed trom tour slices of polyethylene, fixed on 

the top side of a silicon rubber sheet, as shown in tigure 3.4. The length of each 

slice is 7.0 mm, the total length of the valve is 30 mm. The thickness is 1 mm and 

the width is 119.0 mm. The density of the poiyethylene is about 0.94 kglm3. On 

every segment two markers of retro-reflective material are placed. The segments are 

trapezoidal in order to prohibit contact between the segments when the valve is 

moving. The tip angles are 45°. The valve is fixed to the aorta wall at an angle of 

0.392 rad (22.5~. 

Apart trom the more elaborated experiments with the rigid and segmented 

valves, an indicative experiment is performed with a flexible valve consisting of a 

very thin (3J.UT1) polyethylene sheet (11 0 x 30 mm2). 

3.2 Flow characterfzatlon 

The inlet flow is characterized by the Reynolds number Re, the Strouhal number St 

and the shape of the flow rata curve as a tunetion of time. Re and St are defined as 

(3.1) 
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(3.2) 

with he the channel height (20 mm) and v the kinematic viscosity. For water, v 
equals approximately 10-6 m2/s. The temperature dependency of v is taken into 

account. As characterlstic velocity uc Is chosen the mean velocity, averaged over the 

channel height, at the moment of maximum flow rate. A typical value tor uc is 15 

mm/s, which corresponds to Re - 300. This value of Re is chosen, In spite of the 

tact that it is much lower than the physiological value (4500), since it can be handled 

numerically. Both steady and unsteady flow will be used. In case of an unsteady flow 

rate, it will be pulsatile as shown in tigure 3.5. This flow rate Is determined by 

figure 3.5 

Definition of a pulsatile flow 

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Time {t/-r) 

Definition of the pulsatile inlet flow rata as a tunetion of time, 

used bath far experiments and numerical computations 

measuring the axial fluid velocity in the symmetry plane at the inlet and inlegrating it 

over the channel height. Since the flow rate deceleration time is an important 

parameter in the valve ciosure mechanism (van Steenhoven,1979), this time is 

chosen as the charaderistic time r. lt is defined as the time interval between the 

moment the flow rata reaches its maximum and the moment it has decreased to 5% 

of lts maximum value (see tigure 3.5). The length of the period is 1 Or. The moment 

of maximum flow rate is defined to be at 2r. In this study r =1.8s, corresponding to 

St = 0:69 at Re = 300. Lower values of r could not be achieved due to irregularities 

of the speed of the motor valve at low rotation frequencies. 
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3.3 Messurement equlpment 

The local fluid velocity is measured with a standard one-channel laser Doppier 

anemometer system (Dantec) , consisting of opties, a Bragg-cell to provide a 

frequency shift and a frequency tracker. The size of the measuring volume is 0.2 mm 

in the direction perpendicular to the model and 0.06 mm in the other directions (0.3% 

of the channel height). In steady flow cases, the mean velocity is determined over an 

interval of 1 0 to 100 seconds. lf the flow is pulsatile, averaging takes place over 5 

flow periods. The resutting accuracy (defined as the 95% confidence interval) of the 

velocity is 5 ·1 o-4 m/s2 (3% of the characteristic velocity at Re = 300). 

The force transducer is a linear variabie differentlal transtormar (T&S FT5A) 

with a range of± 0.05 N. The maximum error is 5·10-4N and the frequency band 

width is Q-50 Hz. The maximum displacement is 0.1 mm (0.5% of the channei 

height). lf the valve is held in a fixed position and if the pinhole is removed, the force 

transducer does not show a measurable hysteresis. lf the pinhole is present, a 

hysteresis of 2 · 1 o-4N is observed, which is less than the maximum error of the 

transducer. lt is probably caused by a slight friction in the pinhole. The rasuiting 

accuracy for the moment is 6 ·1 o-6 Nm. lf the valve is moved trom one position to 

another the hysteresis is 2 ·1 o-4 N, independent of the fact whether a pinhole is 

present or not. lt is plausible that this hysteresis is caused by friction in the hinge 

which connects the valve and the transducer rod (figure 3.4). 

The velocity and force data are digitized and read by a micro-computer, which 

also provides the automatic positioning of the laser Doppier system by means of 

stepper motors. 

The positions of the rigid and the flexible valves are measured by means of a 

standard video-system. In case of the rigid valve, the image is projeeled on a screen, 

on which the valve angle is measured manually. The accuracy is 0.4° or 0.007 

radians, which is 1% of the valve angle in fully closed position. The position of the 

flexible valve is copied manually trom a monitor. 

In case of the segmented valve, the segment positions are measured with a 

digital marker tracking system which is capable to track reai-time the motion of a set 

of reflective markers. The system consists of a Hamamatsu C1181 random access 

camera and a Hentschel 84.330 video-tracking system. In contrast to a conventional 

camera, in which repeatedly the full image is scanned, the random access camera is 

capable to address directly only specific, relevant parts of the image. Here, these 

relevant parts are reflective markers on the valve. Since only a smalt part of the 

image is scanned, a high scanning frequency can be obtained. The random access 
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mechanism of the camera is controlled by the tracking system. First, an initial 

scanning of the full image is performed, in order to locate the start position of the 

markers. Around each marker a scanning window is defined. During the remalnder of 

the measurement, In which the markers are allowed to move, only these scanning 

wlndows are addressed. Aftar each scanning the marker posltlons are recomputed 

and the scanning wlndows are moved in such a way that the center of the marker is 

placed in the center of the new window. So, at each point in time the image 

coordinates of the window coincide with the marker position. These image 

coordinates are collected reai-time by a micro-computer. Afterwards, the image 

coordinates are transformed to the laboratory coordinates. The required 

transformation is obtained by measuring the image coordinates of three calibration 

markers which are placed on positions in the model whose Iabaratory coordinates 

are well-known. By this strategy errors due to parallax and retraction are 

compensated also. 

In this study, two markers per segment and tour calibration markers are used, 

which leads to a total of 12 markers. The scanning frequency is 137 Hz (which may 

be higher if less markers are used). The size of the maasurement area is 

approxlmately 120x120 mm2. The resolution within each window is 256 x 256 

pixels2. The size of a window is 2% of the maasurement area or 2.4 x 2.4 mm2. So, 

the theoretica! resolution is ±0.01 mm which still can be improved by averaging over 

a number of samples. In practica however, the accuracy is less due to noise and 

transformation errors. By camparing the measured positions of well defined markers 

with their actual positions, the real error appears to be ±0.15 mm (95% confidence 

interval). This is less accurate than theoretically obtainable. lt Is expected that the 

accuracy can be improved by the application of a more advanced calibration and 

transformation strategy, using more eaUbration markers as applied by Peters ( 1987). 

The rasuiting accuracy for the segment orientation angle is ±0.04 rad (2~. 

3.4 Test of experlmental model 

In the theoretica! models, it is assumed that the flow is two-dimensional. By making 

the width of the model six times larger than its height, an attempt is made to achleve 

a flow which is, at least in a major part of the model, two-dimensional as well. This is 

verified by measuring velocity profiles of the axial component along lines, parallel to 

z-axis (perpendicular to the symmetry plane of the experimental model) for the case 

of a steady flow around a fixed, rigid valve. The results are shown in figures 3.6 and 

3.7. 
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Velocity Profiles in z-direction 
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figure 3.6 
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Varlation of the axlal velocity along llnes perpencicular to the 

symmetry plane of the experimental model. z=60mm corresponds 
to the symmetry plane. (Re • 100, (/) z12.3°) 

Velocity Profiles in z-direction 
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figure 3.7 
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Varlation of the axial velocity along lines perpendicular to the 

symmetry plane of the experlmental inodel. Z=60mm corresponds 
to the symmetry plane. (Re = 100, qJ =35°) 
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Flgure 3.6 shows that when the valve is moderately closed (<p ~ 12.3°), the 

flow is in a good approximation two-dimensional, apart trom the boundary layer. The 

boundary layer occupies about 15% of the flow channel. lf the valve is forther closed, 

this approximatlon does not hold anymore. Figure 3.7 shows the situation in which 

<p ~ 35° and the valve opening is reduced to 2.5 mm. This opening is of the same 

order as the total wldth of the slits between valve and the front and raar channel 

walls (1 mm). Especlally in the sinus and behlnd the valve, large disturbances of the 

two-dimensionality are observed. Upstream the valve, the profiles are camparabie to 

the moderately closed case: a flat velocity profile, apart trom the boundary layer. 

Below the valve, the velocity is high and the boundary layer is very thin. Above and 

behind the valve, the velocity profiles are highly irregular: high veloeities occur close 

to the wall and in the center of the channel the flow is reversed. Flow visualization 

with ink injectlon showed that in this situation a large double helical vortex is present 

behind the valve (figure 3.8). Therefore, the flow in the experimental model around a 

far closed valve cannot be regarded as being two-dimensional. The validatlon of the 

theoretica! models is restricted to cases with a moderate valve closure. 

figure 3.8 Sketch of the three-dimensional fluid flow phenomena in the 
experimental model 
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3.5 Parameter est/mation 

In equations (2.28) and (2.29) the valve parameters 'I• lg1 and f301, ••• , /Jpi are defined. 

ris the effective weight per length, lg1 is the position of the center of mass and f301, 

... , /Jpi are the bending parameters. Estimates and/or assumptions tor the parameters 

of the experimental valves are required as input data tor the numerical models. 

An obvious assumption would be to set fJ01 equal to zero, since in general 

there will be no bending moment if ll'j = (/\_1. Furthermore, since the segments are 

symmetrical in a good approximation, the position of the center of mass could be 

assumed to be in the mlddie of a segment so lg1 = lp, with 11 the length of the 

segment. For .the segmented valve these assumptions will be made indeed. 

However, since the rigid valve is slightly asymmetrie and hollow, the assumption 1
9 

= 

112 does not hold tor this type of valve. Furthermore, since the density of the valve is 

very close to that ofwater, the density ditterenee is ditticuit to maasure accurately. 

Saveral attempts were made to determine r and 1
9 

experimentally or to compute 

them trom the valve dimensions, but the desired accuracy was not obtained. 

Therefore, an alternative approach is chosen. The effects of buoyancy and bending 

are combined in one intrinsic valve moment mb according to (2.29) with /J0 'f:. 0. 

There is no distinction made between the individual contributions of buoyancy and 

bending. Th is strategy does not allow computing the buoyancy force which is needed 

in (2.33) to eliminate the hinge forces, but, since there is in this case only one 

segment present, elimination is not required, so this does not matter. 

The model parameters are determined by measuring the valve moment as a 

tunetion of position in the situation that no fluid flow is present. The results of the 

measurements are shown in tigure 3.9. Soma hysteresis is present, which is larger 

than the accuracy limit, but significantly smaller than the range of the valve moment 

itself. lt is caused by friction in the hinge where the force transducer rod is fixed on 

the valve. (This type of friction must not be confused with the, much smaller, friction 

at the diaphragm.) A linear least square curve fit is applied to determine the valve 

parameters. A second order polynom with parameters fJ0 , f31 and f32 appears to yield 

suftielent accuracy. 

As mentioned before, tor a segmented valve f301 is set to zero and it is 

assumed that lg1= 112. The determination of the other parameters '}j and f301, .•• , /Jpi is 

more complicated than in the rigid valve case. Since even in the latter relatively 

simple case both a direct experimental determination and a computation trom the 

valve geometry did not yield a sufficient accuracy. no attempt has been made to 

repeat this tor the more complicated segmented valve. Aftarsome trial and error, the 
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following methöd has been used. Varlous well-known external loads are applied to 

various locations on the valve. These loads may be either smal! brass weights 

placed on top of the valve or small pieces of cork; mounted on the bottorn side. The 

weight of the messing and cork weights Is determlned separately with a balance. The 

accuracy Is ±0.03 N. By varylng the loads and the location on the valve, the valve is 

deformed In ways, whlch resembie the valve deformation due to the fluid flow. 

Totally, 21 sltuations as shown in tigure 3.1 Oa are considered. The deformations are 

measured by using the marker-tracking system described earlier. The loads and 

deformations are substituted in the valve equilibrium equations (2.27), (2.28) and 

(2.29), which yields estimations for the valve parameters. The tact that the center of 

mass of the applied weights does not coincide with that of the valve segments is 

taken into account. A nonlinear least squares method (Gill & Murray, 1978, 

implemented in the NAG-Iibrary) Is applied in order to find the optima! set of valve 

parameters. In order to eliminate spurious effects due to temperature fluctuations 

and changes in the material behavior, the valve parameters have always been 

determlned just before carrying out the fluld-structure Interaction experiments. A set 

of eight parameters /i and p1i (i=1 ,4) appears to be the optima! choice. lf fewer 

parameters are used by choosing r or P1 to be equal for all or some segments, 

insuftleient accuracy is achieved, whereas a second order approach as in the rigid 
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valve case does not essentially imprave the accuracy. 

In chapter 5 lt wlll appear that the actual deformatlons In the fluld-structure 

experlments cover only a subrange of the ones shown In tigure 3.1 Oa: a modest 

valve ciosure and a concave valve shape. lt mlght be expected that a set of 

parameters obtalned trom a reduced set of deformations, only covering this 

subrange, will yleld a better agreement between e~perlmental and numerical results. 

Therefore, the valve parameters are also determlned trom the reduced set of six 

deformations shown In tigure 3.1 Ob, whlch are in better agreement wlth the actually 

observed deformations. 

figure 3.10 

3.6 Error estlmates 

Valve parameter experiments 

Full set Reduced set 

Valve positions used for the experimental determination of the 
valve parameters (a) full set of positions (b) set of positions 
reciJced to those posltions, representative 1or those Wring the 
fluicHtructure experiments 

Errors in the determination of the valve parameters affect the accuracy of the 

computed valve equilibrium position. In thls sectlon, the lnfluence of this experimental 

errors is analyzed. 

Slnce the system equations are nonllnear, coupled and partly given in a 

recursive form, a straightforward error propagation can not be applied. The analysis 

methad which is used in this study is lllustrated by tigure 3.11. The basic ldea is the 

simulation of the parameter estimation and equilibrium search procedures starting 

from artiflcially simulated, and therefore well-known, raferenee cases. The rasuiting 

valve positions obtained trom the combination of parameter estimation and 

equilibrium search are compared with the raferenee case, thus giving an estimate of 

the rasuiting error of the complete method. 
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First, sets of valve parameters Q and valve positlons p are chosen. Q will be 

the set of experimentally determined parameters. For p a representative selection of 

possible valve positions is chosen. For a rigid valve 20 equidistant positions between 

q>=O.O and q>=0.4 are used and for the segmented valve the positions as shown in 

figures 3.1 Oa and 3.1 Ob. Substitution of these sets in the valve equilibrium equation 

yields the external forces. !· needed to assure the equilibrium of the valve. As in the 

real experimental case, the valve parameters Q * are estimated trom the valve 

positions p and the corresponding applied external torces ! by means of an 

optimization method. To both p and ! random normally distributed noises §qJ and §t 

are added, simulating the effect of stochastic experimental errors. The standard 

deviation of the noise is chosen equal to the half of the experimental error, thus 

defining the experimental error as the 95% · contidance interval. With the estimated 

parameter set Q * and the extern al torces a new set of equilibrium positions p. can be 

computed. In this computation the external torces ! are the equivalent of the fluid 

forces. To these external torces a relativa systematic error Llt can be added, 

reprasenting the effect of numerical errors in the computation of the fluid moment 

due the discretization. Finally, the computed equilibrium positions are compared with 

the original raferenee positions. lf experimental errors are considered, an estimate for 

the standard deviation ei of the computed valve position is given by 
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(3.3) 

with n the number of positions. The reliabillty interval tor the computed equilibrium 

position is deflned as twlce thls standard deviatlon. The systematic error of the vaive 

position is deflned as the ditterenee between raferenee and computed position if oniy 

systematic errors in the fluid moment are considered. 

tabla 3.1 

Ecp Et dtm Arp 

0 0 0 ±2.10-6 

0.007 0 0 ±0.001 

0 5 0 ±0.005 

0.007 5 0 ±0.006 

0 0 -o.2 +0.002 

0 0 4 -0,01 

0 0 9 -0.02 

rad 10-4N % rad 

Effect of various errors on the aocuracy of the numerlcally oomputed 

position of a rigid valve. Ecp and Ef experimental stochastic errors in the 

maasurement of the valve position and valve force (bath are required for 

the determination of the valve parameters), Atm: systematic numerical 

error In the oomputstion of the fluid moment, Aq; error in the oomputed 

valve position 

Tabla 3.1 summarizes the results of the error estimatlon tor the rigid valve. lf 

§rp• §1 and ~ are all set to zero, the error is about ±2 · 1 o-6 rad due to the truncation 

error of the equilibrium search. lf also the experimental errors §cp and §f are 

considered, the accuracy of the equilibrium position bacomes ±0.006 rad (0.3°), 

which is in the sameorder as the experimental error. The error of the external torces 

gives the major contribution. The systematic numerical errors of the fluid moment 

have a somewhat larger impact on the valve position. lf the relative error ~ is +4% 

(which corresponds to the Re=300 case in section 2.4.1) the error of the valve 

position is -0.01 rad, which increases to -0.02 rad if ~ = +9% (Re=500 in section 
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2.4.1). For Re ~ 300 the rasuiting accuracy is acceptable. The results for higher 

values of the Reynolds number are considered to have mainly an indicative value. 

Figure 3.12 shows the dependenee of the rasuiting error on the angle 

maasurement error. For a rigid valve (1 segment), the increase of the rasuiting error 

is approximately linear. The contribution of the maasurement error to the rasuiting 

error is negligible indeed. For the segmented valve however, the angle maasurement 

error is crucial. The rasuiting error increases very tast with the angle maasurement 

error. Furthermore, the angle maasurement error is six times larger than in the rigid 

valve case. For an angle maasurement error of 0.04 rad, the rasuiting error is 

approximately 0.16 rad (gQ}, which is rather large. The extreme sensitivity of the 

rasuiting error is probably due to the tact that an error in one segment directly affects 

the force and moment balances of the others. From figure 3.12 it is clear that if the 

angle maasurement error would be reduced with a factor two or three (which is feit 

to be possible by improving the eaUbration and transformation procedure), the 

magnitude of the rasuiting error would be acceptable. The errors in the external laad 

and in the lever length appear to have a smal! or negligible influence on the rasuiting 

error (0.02 rad due to the laad error and 1 o-4 rad due to the lever length error). 
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4. RIGID VALVE 

The models of chapter 2 are first applied to a rlgid valve. The results will be given in 

this chapter. They will be validateel by a comparison with experimental results, 

obtained by the methods described in chapter 3. Befara presenting the results of a 

freely rnaving valve in sections 4.3 and 4.4, the theoretica! fluid rnadeis and the 

experimental methods are tested in a situation in which the valve Is held in a fixed 

position. In this case the interaction model Is not yet applled. 

4.1 Flxed va/ve In a steady flow 

An assentlal part of the interactiOn model is the moment exerted by the fluid on the 

valve. The computation of this fluid moment is tested independently trom the total 

interaction model by keeping the valve in a fixed position. The fluid moment is 

computed and compared with the results obtained trom the different analytica! 

models and wlth experimental data. In this section steady flow situations are 

considered. In the next, the flow rate will be pulsatile. Unlike the analytica! models, 

the finite element tluid model also gives, apart trom the fluid moment, detailed 

intormatlon on the total velocity field around the valve. The computed velocity field 

will ba compared with the results of laser-Doppier measurements. 

tigure 4.1 Velocity and pressure fields arot.rld a fixed valve in a steady flow 

(Re= 400, q> =15°) 

Figure 4.1 gives a typical example of the velocity field and the pressure 

distribution tor a moderately closed valve (valve angle 15\ The flow separates at 

the valve tip, forming a wake and a vortex behind it. The flow reattaches at a 

distance of about the sinus diameter. The pressure in the sinus is low and 

approximately equal to the pressure at the valve tip. These observations correspond 
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wlth the assumptlons, made for the quasi one-dimensional analytica! fluid model in 

section 2.1.1. Because of the flow reattachment, the assumption of a horizontal 

streamline far behind the valve in the von Mises model is not completely satisfied. 

This reattachment is at least partly caused by a viscous ditfusion of the jet-like flow 

right behind the valve. Since in the von Mises model no viscous effects are present 

(apart trom the flow condition at the valve tip), this model ignores this type of 

diffusion. 

U) 
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The pressure distribution obtained from the finlte element model is shown in 

more detail in tigure 4.2. At the sinus side of the valve the pressure is constant. At 

the aortic side, the pressure is high naar the fixation point and drops nearly 

quadratically in the direction of the tip. The shear stresses are much smaller than the 

pressure. Since also the lever length of the shear stress is small (approxlmately the 

thickness of the valve), the contribution of these strassas to the total fluid moment is 

in this case of minor importance. The numerical computations are performed tor two 

different element meshes, shown in tigure 4.3. In order to compare these 

computations with experimental data, in tigure 4.4 velocity profiles of the axial 

component are given on saveral locations. The ditterences between the results of 

both meshes are smaller than 1% and are too small to be visible in the figure. In a 

good approximation, the shape of the velocity profiles remains parabolle until it 

reaches the valve tip. The velocity in the sinus is approximately zero. Behind the 
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valve, soma reversed flow Is present, lndlcating the exlstence of a waak vortex. Apart 

trom the wake, the agreement with the experlmental results Is close. In the wake, a 

slight ditterenee occurs. A close examlnation shows that in the numerical case, the 

vortex is somewhat closer to the valve than Is observed experimentally. 

figure 4.3 

figure 4.4 

(b) 

Finite element meshes, used for the computation of the velocity 
profiles In figure 4.4 (a) 327 elements, 1139 unknowns (b) 1266 
elements, 4729 l.flknowns 

Experimental (•) and romerical (-) profiles of axial velocity for 
both standard and fine mesh ( cp = 12.4 °, Re = 1 00) 

Figure 4.6 shows that this discrepancy increases when the valve is further 

closed. Now, soma ditterences between the numerical results tor the coarse and the 

fine mesh (flgure 4.5) are present. The coarse mesh eausas some oscillations at the 

valve tip and somewhat behlnd it, lndicating that it is too coarse tor this situation. 

These oscillations disappear when the mesh is refined. Also the global form of the 

velocity profiles is different tor both meshes, but still the results tor the fine mesh do 

not fully agree with the experimental ones. In chapter 3 it is shown that the flow in 

the experimental model is not two-dimensional if the valve is in this far closed 

position. Essentially three-dimensional flow phenomena occur in this case. 
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figure 4.5 

flgure 4.6 
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(a) 

(b) 

Finite element meshes, as used tor the oomputation of the 
velocity profiles of figure 4.6 (a) 310 elements, 1073 mknowns (b) 

1270 elements, 4745 unknowns 

Experimental and numerical profiles of axial velocity (q> = 35°, 
Re = 100), (a) 310 elements, (b) 1270 elements (see figure 4.5) 

Therefore, at least part of the deviations found wilt ba caused by three-dimensional 

effects in the experiments. 

The previous comparisons show that tor moderately closed valves, both 

element meshes yield proper results. When the valve is far closed, the coarse mesh 

is not suitabie. A finer mesh gives better results, but the computational effort wilt be 

too large, when used in combination with the fluid-structure interaction algorithm. 

Also the experimental data are not reliable in this situation. For these reasons, in the 

remalnder of this study, the valve positions wilt be restricted to moderate angles (up 
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to approxlmately 20\ 

The moment exerted by the fluid on the valve as a tunetion of the Reynolds 

number Is shown In tigure 4.7. Experlmental, analytica! and numerical results are 

given. The analytica! fluid moments lncrease essentlally quadratic lf the Reynolds 

number (or better: the flow rate) lncreases. Thls follows dlrectly trom Bernoulli's 

theorem. Also the experimental and numerical results lncrease quadratlcally in a 

good approximation, thus showing that the viseaus phenomena within the fluid have 

. only a slight effect (apart trom the flow separation on the valve tip), since the 

moment would increase only linearly with the flow rata lf viscous phenomena were 

domlnating the flow field. The tendency of all theoretica! results agrees well with the 

experimental ones. As might be expected, the agreement Impraves when the model 

bacomes more sophisticated. 

figure 4.7 
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The qualitative agreement tor the quasi one-dimensional model is good, 

suggesting that the most important physical phenomena are incorporated in it. 

However, since the relativa deviations trom the experimental results can raise to 

almast 300%, the model is too rough to glve precise results. The tact that the inlet 

velocity profile is flat (in contrast to the fully developed parabolle one in the 

experimental case) is not responsible tor the observed deviation. In appendix F it is 

estimated that a parabolle profile decreasas the pressure gradient over the valve 
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slightly (approxlmately 14%). For the von Mises model, the relativa ditterences are 

about 25%. Thls shows that a large improvement is obtained when two-dimensional 

flow phenomena are lncorporated. The remaining davlation is caused by the 

ignorance of the viscous phenomena and the convection due to vortex formation and 

flow reattachment. For the finite element model, the agreement is close. The model 

prediets a somewhat larger fluid moment, but the devlations fall within the 

experimental accuracy limit. On the other hand, In chapter 3 it has been observed 

that the fluld flow In the experimental model Is In a good approximation 

two-dlmensional (for these moderate valve angles), apart trom the boundary layers 

at the front and raar channel walls, which occupy about 16% of the valve width. At 

Rez500, the experlmental fluid moment Is about 14% less than predicted 

numerically. Therefore, it is likely that the (small) deviation can be explained partly 

trom this lmperfectness of the experimental model. With the applied standard 

element mesh the maximum Reynolds number tor which the fluid solver converged 

was about 500. 

4.2 Flxed valve In a pulsat/Ie flow 

lf the fixed valve Is exposed to a pulsatile flow, the fluid moment on it will be time_ 

dependent The flow rata as a tunetion of time Is shown in tigure 4.9. The velocity 

field and pressure distribution on certain time levels are shown in tigure 4.8. At 

t = 0.0, the flow rate is zero and veloeities are small. A very waak vortex behind the 

valve is present, persisting from the prevlous period. At t=1.0, the fluid starts 

accelerating. The vortex is swept away. At t-1.5 (about halfway the acealerating 

period), the velocity profiles are nearly flat. At t=2.0 (maximum flow rate) a new 

vortex is being formed behind the valve, which rapidly grows during flow deceleration 

(t=2.5). At t=3.0 the flow rata is almost zero agaln. Naar the boundaries a region of 

small reversed flow is present. Astrong vortex remains. Just downstraam this vortex, 

a secondary vortex is being formed which has grown at t=4.0, when the main vortex 

is already decaying. Both vortlees lose strength in the remalnder of the flow cycle 

until t=10.0, when the situation is identical to that at t-0.0. In the numerical 

computations, the flow phenomena become already periodically at the start of the 

second period. 

In tigure 4.9 experimental, analytica! and numerical data on the fluid moment 

as a tunetion of time are given. All data show that the fluid moment Is not only 

related to the flow rate ltself but that it Is more or less proportional to the time 

derlvative of it. The moment is positive (in valve opening direction) when the flow 
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figure 4.8 Velocity field around a fixed valve at 12° in a pulsatile flow 
(Re = 313, St = 0.69) on saveral dimensionless time levels 
(maximum flow rate at t=2.0, pulse width = 1.0, see figure 4.9) 
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acceleratas, approximately zero when it is constant and negative (towards the closed 

position) during flow deceleration. This follows directly trom the unsteady Bernoulli 

equation (2.2). The tact that the deceleration of the flow generatas a fluid moment 

which attempts to close the valve, eausas the early state ciosure of the natural aortic 

valve (van Steenhoven and van Dongen, 1979). The zero crossing of the moments 

do not coincide exactly with the flow rate maximum, since a steady component is 

superimposed, which is approximately proportional to the square of the flow rate (see 

tigure 4.7). 

figure 4.9 
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The agreement between experimental and theoretica! results is not as close as 

in the steady flow case. Apart trom the amplitude, the numerical and analytica! 

results agree fairly well. Both are more or less symmetrical around zero showing a 

sharper pulse during flow deceleration than during acceleration. This is caused by 

the asymmetry of the flow rate pulse, which drops somewhat taster than it rises. The 

zero crossings do not exactly coincide. The amplitudes ditter about a factor 2, slightly 

less than in the steady flow case. The raasons tor these deviations are similar to 

those discussed in the previous section. Figure 4.1 0 shows that the time Inlegration 

step, the inlet length and the element mesh do not affect the numerical results 

essentially. The inlet lengthand mesh distribution hardly show any effect. Decreasing 

the time step shows that a small amount of numerical damping is present. 
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4.9 

The experimental results are rather different. The amplitudes of numerical and 

experimental fluid moment agree fairly well, but the course of the experimental fluid 

moment is more asymmetrical and the zero crossing lags more behind the flow rate 

than the theoretica! results do. lt is plausible that the experimental results are 

distorbed by the boundary layer at the front and rear sides of the flow channel. In 

this boundary layer, the relativa importance of the viscous effect, compared to inertlal 

effects, are larger than in the maln flow. Therefore, the pressure gradient in the 

boundary layer will be more in phase with the flow rate than it is in the remalnder of 

the channel. The pressure gradient in both the main flow and the boundary layer 

contribute to the experimentally observed moment, so 1t will be more in phase than in 

the purely two-dimensional theoretica! cases. The experimental course of the 

moment as a tunetion of time can be thought as being a superpositlon of a part 

which is proportional to the flow rata curve and another part, proportional to its time 

derivative. This is observed indeed in tigure 4.9. Experimentally, the moment is 

shifted in positive direction so the zero crossing alters and the negative peak 

decreases. An additional cause of this discrepancy is the tact that, although 

minimized by the presence of the diaphragm in the sinus, a small leakage of flow still 

exists in the sinus. Furthermore, it is possible that the rod connecting valve and 
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transducer is subjected to soma friction at the diaphragm, causing an hysteresis 

effect. 

4.3 Steady tree valve 

The previous sections of this chapter have dealt with a valve in a fixed position, 

when no full interaction of valve motion and fluld flow is present. In this section, the 

elementary but illustrative case is studled of a tree valve which is in lts equilibrium 

position in a steady flow. Since the valve is allowed to move freely, this equilibrium 

position is not known in advance and therefore the interaction model of section 2.3.1 

is applied. 

figure 4.11 
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The valve equilibrium position is computed as a tunetion of the Reynolds 

number. The results are shown in tigure 4.11. Since trom tigure 4.7 it is observed 

that the fluid moment increases when the Reynolds number increases, it Is obvious 

that the valve will be more opened at higher Reynolds numbers. This is found 

indeed, both experimentally and theoretically. Also the global tendency of the 

theoretica! valve positions resembles the experimental one. The analytica! models 

predict less effect of the Reynolds number than is observed. This is consistent with 

the observation in section 4.1 that they underestimate the fluid moment. The finite 
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element fluid model gives fairly accurate results. The valve angles are somewhat 

smaller than the experimental ones because of the fact that the finite element model 

prediets a somewhat larger fluid moment (see tigure 4.7), so the valve is pushad up 

a little more. 

4.4 Movlng tree va/ve 

In this section some transient cases are considered of a valve which is moving while 

lnteractlng with a fluld. The interaction model of sectlon 2.3.1 Is used in combination 

with the full unsteady Navier-Stokes equation for the fluid. The analytical moelels of 

chapter 2 do not incorporate the motion of a valve, so they are not applied here. 

figure 4.12 Velocity and pressure fields ar~ a free valve moving under 
constant flow rate conditions from fully opened position to its 
steady equilibrium positlon (Re a 130, St = 1, ~t=0.1 , t=0.2) 

The first case is that of a closing valve under a constant flow rate condition. 

The valve Is fixed In fully opened position until t=O and then released. The valve will 

move towards its equilibrium position. Figure 4.12 shows the fluid phenomena at a 

typical timestep. The valve velocity is large compared to the fluid entrance velocity. 

The contents of the sinus rotatas together with the valve. This observation supports 

the negliganee of the inertia of the valve, since it is much smaller than that of the 

fluid surrounding it. In tigure 4.13 the position of the valve as a tunetion of time is 

shown. Aftar a short acceleration period, the valve moves downward with an 

approximately constant velocity until a maximum is reached and then it moves to its 

steady state equilibrium position in a dampad oscillatory way. This behavior is found 

both experimentally and numerically. The numerical solution with the largast timestep 

shows considerable numerical damping, due to the Euler implicit time integration 

schema: the solution lags behind the experimental motion and the extremes are 
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smaller. The agreement between the numerical solution fora small time step and the 

experlmental results is much better. In the first part of the motion, the agreement is 

very close. The maxima coincide in time, but experimentally it is somewhat smaller 

than it is predicted immerically. The minima at about t=0.8 do not coincide. The 

numerical minimum tags behind and is slightly larger; the experimental motion is 

dampad out earlier. Magnitude and orlgin of the difference between the final 

equilibrium position are similar to that found for the steady state case (see tigure 

4.11 ). In principle, two possible explanations could be given for the differences 

between the experimental and numerical valve motions. Although for the small time 

step the numerical solution Is much smaller than for the large time step, there will still 

be some numerical damping left. This might account partly for the lagging of the 

numerical minimum. However, it does not explain why the numerical extrames are 

larger than the experimental ones. Therefore, a more likely causa is that the fluid 

flow in the experimental model is not perfectly two-dimensional, as shown in tigure 

3.6. The motion of the valve will be affected by friction forces due to the boundary 

layers at the front and rear panel of the flow channel. This eausas an extra damping 

of the valve motion, which is not accounted for in the numerical model. 
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4.5 Parameter varlat/ons 

With the numerical model some more slmulatlons are per1ormed. Figure 4.14 shows 

the motion of the free valve due to a harmonlcally varylng flow rata. The flrst period 

is a start-up effect, but aftar that the valve motion bacomes harmonie. lt is interesting 

to nota that the valve moves already towards lts closed positlon during flow 

deceleratlon, just llke the natural aortic valve does. This observatlon is consistent 

with the resuits of sectlon 4.2. 
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Figure 4.15 shows the valve motion due to a pulsatile flow according to the 

experimental situation. The Reynolds and Strouhal numbers are kapt equal to those 

in the fixed valve case. In tigure 4.15 a parameter k is introduced by which the 

experimentally determined valve parameters are multiplied. k~ 1 corresponds to the 

original, experimental situation. k-0.1 and k=0.01 correspond to hypothetical valves 

tor which both the buoyancy and the hinge bending are made smaller relativa to the 

fluid moment. The steady equilibrium positlons of these valves at Re=O coincide with 

those tor the k= 1 case. At Re=O, the buoyancy force balances the hinge bending 

moment. So, they may be regarded as valves whose bending hinge is made more 

flexible and whose density is adapted in order to maintain the original equilibrium 

position. This enables a comparison between the different cases. The case k=O is a 

fuliy tree valve, which is not subject to any buoyancy and hinge bending. Such a 
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valve has no well determined equilibrium position on its own. The motion and 

equilibrium are completely induced by the surrounding fluid flow. 

lt appears that for k=1 the valve amplitude is rather small. The position of the 

valve is in a good approximation in phase with the fluid moment on a fixed valve as 

shown in tigure 4.9. Apparently, the displacements are too small to generata a 

significant contrlbution by the inertia of the surrounding fluid. The valve opens during 

flow acceleration, it tends to close in the deceleration phase and it remains In its 

equilibrium position if the flow rata is zero. 

lf the hinge is more flexible (k=0.1 and k .. 0.01) the valve amplitude increases 

and the motion is not in phase with the fluid moment as observed in the fixed valve 

case. This indicates an increasing inertlal fluid effect. For k=0.1, the hinge moment is 

still large enough to force the valve into its equilibrium position, albeit just at the end 

of the flow period. lf k is less than 0.1 the valve hinge bacomes too waak to 

accomplish this. The extreme is the fully tree valve (k=O) when the valve has a 

pseudo-equilibrium position at rp ::::: 0.55. Th is corresponds to a valve ciosure of about 

75%. The valve motion bacomes periodical aftar about three flow cycles. Figure 4.16 

shows the velocity field for this case. Globally, it resembles the flow field for the fixed 

valve case (figure 4.8). At t=O.O the veloeities are small. A vortex is present in the 

sinus. lt is closer to the valve than in the fixed valve case. At t= 1.0 the fluid is 

accelerated and the valve starts to open. At t=1.5 the valve has reached its 
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tigure 4.16 Velocity field around a tree valve in a pulsatile flow (Re= 313, 
St • 0.69, k=O) on saveral time levels 
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maximum velocity and pushes the contents of the sinus out. On t=2.0 the flow rata is 

maximal, the valve is slowing down but still moving towards the fully opened position. 

Just at t-2.5, when the flow has lts maximum deceleration, the valve reaches its 

maximum positlon and lts velocity bacomes zero. At t=2.75 the valve is moving 

towards the closed posltion. A vortex in the sinus is being formed. At t=3.0, when the 

flow rata is nearly zero, the valve has lts maximal closing velocity. At t=4.0 the valve 

has nearly reached lts pseudo-equilibrium posltion and lts velocity bacomes zero. 

tigure 4.17 
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Numerical simulation of the valve motion due to a pulsatile flow 
rate tor various Reynolds numbers (k = 0, St = 0.69) 

The simulations in tigure 4.15 are performed tor the experimental flow 

conditlans (Re=313 and St=0.69). Figure 4.17 shows the effect of a varlation of the 

Reynolds number for St=0.69 and kzO. lt is clear that the effect is only marginal for 

Re=300-11 00 for this rather large value of the Strouhal number. The fluid flow solver 

does not allow computations for Re>11 00. The effect of the Strouhal number is 

larger, as is shown in tigure 4.18. The physiological relevant case corresponds to 

St=0.06. The pseudo equilibrium posltion is in all cases around rp=0.55 rad (72% 

ciosure). For low Strouhal numbers the motion of the valve is nearly in phase with 

the flow rate and its amplitude is large. The maximum opened position is negative 

(further than horizontall and coincides with the maximum flow rata. At the end of the 

systolic phase, the valve is nearly at its final diastolic position. This is consistent with 

the experimental and theoretica! results from BeUhouse et al. (1969 & 1971), van 

Steenhoven & van Dongen (1979), Lu & Talbot (1979) and Wippermann (1985). No 
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full valve ciosure Is observed here, slnce no back flow Is present. The higher the 

Strouhal number, the smaller the valve amplitude and the more the valve motion 

bacomes out of phase with the flow rate. At St-02 the moment of maximal opened 

position is halfway the deceleratlon phase and the valve does not reach his 

pseudo-equilibrium state before the end of the period. The fluld acceleratlon torces 

are proportionaf to the Strouhal number. Thls explains the phase change of the valve 

motlon. 
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In order to make a comparison wlth the work of van Steenhoven & van Dongen 

(1979) on the early valve closure, the case is studled of a linearly decreasing flow 

rate according to 

u0 = 1 t ~ 0 

u0 = 1 - t 0 < t < 1 

u0 = 0 t ~ 1 (4.1) 

Their experimental and analytica! data are shown In tigure 4.19. Their model is 

based on the same assumptions as the quasi one-dlmensional model used in this 

study, but it also incorporates the motion of the valve. lt is only valid at the onset of 

the valve closure, I.e. ({) « TC/2 or I À. - 1 I << 1, with 
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À- 1 -I sin q> (4.2) 

Because of the absence of viscosity, the theoretica! Reynolds number is infinite. 

Their experiments are performed wlth a two-dimensional flexible laaflet valve at 

Re- 3100 and St- 0.06. This large value of the Reynolds number can not be 

handled by the flnite element fluid model, so computations are performed at 

Re- 300 and Re -1000, as shown in tigure 4.19. The numerical results share the 

main characteristic wlth those tor the case wlth a pulsatile flow rata: at the end of the 

deceleration phase, the valve is far closed. In this case, the valve ciosure is about 

50%. The dependenee on the Reynolds number is somewhat larger than in the case 

with a ,.>ulsatile flow rata. The agreement with the experiments is fair, especially at 

the end of the deceleration phase. In the early phase the ditterences between 

experimental, analytica! and numerical results are quite large. Numerically, the valve 

starts slowly and keeps moving slowly until the second half of the deceleration 

phase. The valve velocity in the initial phase tor the analytica! model is about three 

times as large. The experimental results are somewhere in between. The ditterenee 

between the results of the numerical and the analytica! model is caused by the 

presence of viscosity in the former one. This can be shown by considering the 

dimensionless Navier-Stokes equation (1.1 ). lf the valve is fully opened, 1t can be 

simpiified to the quasi one-dimensional form 

~ ~ Op 1 dlu 
St-+U-+----·0 

dt dx dx Re ay2 
(4.3) 

The flow is linearly decalerating according to (4.1). lf the fluid flow is assumed to be 

quasi-steady, the velocity profile is parabolic. This yields: 

~0 
- =-1 
dt 

u0 = 6y (1-y) (4.4) 

so that tor a fully opened valve the initial pressure ditterenee p(I,O)-p(O,O) is: 

12 
Llp = I (St - -) 

Re 
(4.5) 

with I the length of the valve. For I = 1.385 St = 0.06 and Re = 300, Llp = 0.028, 
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while for Re ... ""• Ap - 0.083. Therefore, in the numerical case the pressure gradient, 

which is the driving force tor the valve closure, is approximately a factor 3 smaller at 

Re .. 300 due to the viscous forces. 

From (4.5) 1t follows that valve ciosure only occurs if St> 12/Re. Furthermore, 

it explains the ditterenee in the dependenee on the Reynolds number between the 

pulsating and the decalerating flow case. In the pulsatile flow case St=0.69 and 

100 !'> Re!'> 1100, so the pressure gradient varles between 0.79 and 0.94, which is a 

change of less than 20 %. In the decalerating flow case, St is much lower (0.06) so 

the pressure gradient varles trom 0.03 at Re-300 to 0.07 at Re=1000 which is an 

increase of more than a factor 2. 
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For a further analysis, the effect of the fluid viscosity can be incorporated in the 

model of van Steenhoven & van Dongen in a simplified way. Substitution of (4.4) in 

(4.3) and inlegration yields 

p(x,t) = p + lu2 - lu2 - St~ Jx u dx - llx 
0 ;co ~- dt o Re 

(4.6) 
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with p
0 

the pressure at the entrance plane of the valve. Again the valve ciosure 

parameter À Is lntroduced accordlng to (4.2) and it Is assumed that I À - 1 I « 1. The 

contlnuity equation is substituted In (4.6) and the maan pressure across the valve is 

assumed to be equal to zero, I.e. 

I J [p(x,t) - p(l,t)] dx' - 0 
0 

(4.7) 

The pressure In the sinus Is taken equal to that at the valve tip. This leads to a 

differentlal equatlon tor À of the form 

d2À 
St212 - + (16 St I u dÀ) + [4u2 +!!St I ill!o] À= 

2 3 °dt O 3 dt dt 

4u2 + (20 St I !llio) + 48 I u 0 3 dt Re 0 (4.8) 

with initial conditlans d)Jdt = 0 and À = 1 at t=O. The third term at the right hand side 

of (4.8) Is the contrlbutlon of the fluld vlscosity. Equatlon (4.8) Is integrated with a 

standard central ditterenee method. For Re = 300, the result is glven In tigure 4.19. 

Clearly, the numerical results agree much better wlth those of the extended analytica! 

model than with those of the original one, especially In the early phase of the valve 

closure. In the later stages, both the orlglnal and the extended analytica! model 

become inaccurate. The assumption that I À - 1 I « 1 is not satisfled then. 

Furthermore, the velocity profile is not a quasi-steady parabolle one then, since 

unsteady flow development will occur. This is indicated by the Womersley parameter 

a, with a2 = Re St > 12, which is the ratio of inertlal over viseaus farces. Unsteady 

flow development would only be negligible if a << 1. 

4.6 Discussion 

From the results in the previous sections it is concluded that the interaction model, 

combined with the finite element model, can be successfully applied to the analysis 

of the interaction between the fluid flow and the valve motion. lt is expected that the 

model is also applicable to other camparabie fluid-structure interaction problems, 

characterized by highly coupled, nonlinear system equations, complex fluid 

phenomena and large structure displacements. An unconditional numerical stability 

has been achieved. 
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The close agreement between the experimental and numerical results for the 

falling valve problem suggests that the discrepancy between the experlmental and 

numerical unsteady fluld moments Is not caused by the numerical fluid model but 

malnly by a shortcoming of the experimental setup. 

The number of position estimates requlred to locate the dynamic or steady 

equilibrium posltion at each timestep varles trom five to eight. In genera!, two or three 

estimates are needed to bracket the equilibrium posltlon and the remalnder is used 

by Brent's algorithm In order to locate it withln the required accuracy (1 o-4 rad). Per 

position estimate, between two and eight Newton iteratlons are necessary to solve 

the fluid problem. The number of Newton iteratlons decreasas when the equilibrium 

positlon Is being reached, since a better lnltlal estlmate tor the Newton lteration is 

available. For the typlcal number of unknowns of 721, the numerical procedure 

requlres about 30 mlnutes computing time per time step on an Apollo DN3000 

minicomputer and about 1.5 minutes on an Alliant FX/4 mini-supercomputer with two 

parallel vector processors. This gain of a factor 20 is caused mainly by a higher 

clock speed (factor 4) and by the vectorizatlon of the matrix solving routine (factor 4). 

Parallelism has only a small effect (factor 1.2). 

Restrlctions for the appllcation of the Interaction model are imposed by the 

finite element fluid model. lt would be preferabie if the time lntegration schema would 

be second order accurate In order to eliminate numerical damping as a possible 

error souree and to reduce the number of time steps while keeping the same 

accuracy. Furthermore, the range of the Reynolds number is not large enough to 

apply it to fully physlological flow rata situatlons (Remax=-4500). Finally, the analysis 

of flow around far closed valves requires many elements and therefore much 

computational effort. On the other hand, the effect of the Reynolds number is not a 

dominant one in the analyzed range and since no new physical phenomena are 

expected beyond that range, this restrietion is not an assentlal one. Furthermore, the 

fluid-lnteraction strategy as developed hare, can easily be combined with any 

numerical or analy1ical fluid solver, which rnaets the requirements tor a particular 

problem, as is illustrated by the quasi-one-dimensional and von Mises models. 

The fully free valve (k=O) corresponds to a dlsc-type valve prosthesls, which is 

allowed to move freely (withln limits). As Is shown he re (figure 4.15), such a valve is 

able to close due to flow deceleration, just as the natura! valve does. Here, no full 

valve ciosure Is achieved (the valve closes only tor about 65%) since no back flow is 

present. lf the simulation of a full physiological flow cycle is required, including back 

flow and full valve closure, the model must be extended with a ciosure algorithm, 

which is not included in the present model. 
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5. SEGMENTED VALVE 

In this chapter, the multiple dagrees of treedom model is applied to a segmented 

valve consisting of tour rigid segments. The fluid field will be calculated using the 

finite element fluid model. In sections 5.1 and 5.2 the model is validated by a 

comparlson with experlmental results. In section 5.3 more features of the model are 

demonstraled in a short parameter study. 

5.1 Free valve In a steady flow 

The equilibrium position of the valve is studled as a tunetion of the Reynolds number. 

A global presentation of the numerical results is given in tigure 5.1. Just as in the 

rigid valve case, the valve opens more if the Reynolds number is increased. Due to 

the presence of buoyancy the shape of the valve is concave. lf no buoyancy was 

present, at Re- 0 the valve would be straight in a position of 0.39 rad (22.5~. which 

is the angle of fixation. With increasing Reynolds number, the shape and the 

curvature of the valve hardly changes. This valve behavior is also observed during 

the experiments. Apparently, the bending torces are relatively large compared to the 

varlation of the fluid force. 

tigure 5.1 

Segmented valve in a steady flow 

- Re=391 -
Re=O 

Numerical position of a segrnented valve in a steady flow tor 
various Reynolds number (parameters determined from a subset 
of the parameter estimation experiments) 
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A camparisen between numerical and experimental results is shown in tigure 

5.2. The relativa valve opening (the space between valve tip and bottorn divided by 

the channel helght) is plotled as a tunetion of the Reynolds number. lf the valve 

parameters are estimated using the full set of parameter estlmatlon experiments as 

discussed in chapter 3, then the agreement Is only modest, albeit well within the 

predicted accuracy limits given in chapter 3. Experimentally, the valve hardly 

changes positlon. Numerically, the valve starts at a more closed position but if the 

Reynolds number is increased it opens taster, untll at Re = 400 the agreement is 

close. The deviations can be explained partly trom the sensitivity of the valve 

parameters to the maasurement errors in the parameter estimatlon experiments. 

Furthermore, it can be argued that only a subset of the rather arbitrary set of valve 

positions In the valve parameter estimation experiments are relevant for the flow 

situation at hand, namely these situations in which the valve is pushed upward and 

when it has a concave shape. lf the valve parameters are estimated using only such 

a subset, then the agreement improves, as Is demonstrated in tigure 5.2. 
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5.2 Free valve In a pulsatlle flow 

In order to validate the computation of the dynamic behavier of the segmented valve, 

the motion due to a pulsatile flow is studled both experimentally and numerically. As 

shown in tigure 3.5, The flow rata changes as a tunetion of time in a similar way as 

In the rigid valve case. Figure 5.3 globally shows the valve position at some 

characteristic points of time. At t-1, the onset of the systolic phase, the valveisin its 

figure 5.3 

. Segmented valve in a pulsatile flow 

~~~42 
t=3 

Numerical position of a segmented valve in a pulsatile flow 
(Re = 178, St = 0.83, valve parameters determined from subset of 
parameter estimation experiments) 

steady state position, corresponding to Re = 0 in tigure 5.1. At t=2, the instant of 

maximum flow rate, the valve is at its maximum opened position. During the second 

part of the systolic phase the valve tends to close due to flow deceleration and 

bending stiffness. At t=3, the end of the systolic phase, the valve has reached its 

maximal closed position, which is further closed than the steady state position. 

Afterwards, it moves gradually back to its steady state position. Due to buoyancy, the 

shape of the valve remains nearly always concave, very similar to the steady state 

cases of tigure 5.1. Only at t=3, a slight S-torm of the valve is observable. Since the 

bending torces are relatively large compared to the fluid farces, the displacement 

and deformation of the valve is only modest. A camparisen between experimental 

and numerical data is given in figures 5.4 and 5.5, where the relativa valve opening 

is plotted as a tunetion of time. The numerical resuits in tigure 5.4 are obtained with 

valve parameters determined from the full set of parameter estimation results, as 
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discussed in chapter 3 and in the previous section. The qualitative agreement is fair. 

Both the experiment and numerical simuiatien show the behavier discussed above. 

In addition, they show a local maximum at t-4, which is in the early phase of the 

diastolic phase. The quantitative agreement shows similar deviations as in the steady 

state case of the previous section. The diastolic positlon shows the same davlation 

as the steady state position at Re = 0. Furthermore, the numerical valve amplitude is 

larger than is observed experimentally. For the major part this can be explained from 

the steady state davlation observed in tigure 5.1. lf the valve parameters are 

estimated using the same subset of parameters estimation experiments, as 

discussed in the previous section, the quantitative agreement improves (cf. figure 

5.5). Especially, the diastolic position agrees much better. The difference in valve 

amplitude is not diminished. The remaining deviations are attributed to the limited 

accuracy of the estimation of the valve parameters and to the presence of a 

boundary layer at the front and rear wall of the experimental model, which slows 

down the valve motion in a simitar way as discussed in the previous chapter. This 

three-dimensional phenomenon is not included in the two-dimensional numerical 

model. 

5.3 Parameter varlation 

With the numerical model for the segmented valve soma more simulations are 

performed. Since the model is intended for application to flexible laaflet valves, some 

special attention wlll be paid to the role of the bending stiffness. Also the Strouhal 

number is varled and both a pulsatile and a harmonically varying flow rate are 

applied. Furthermore, the results are given of an indicative experiment with a 

two-dimensional flexible laaflet valve. 

In this section, a pulsatile flow rate is used, which is given by 

u0 = sin2(~1tt) 
=0 

if0St<2 

if2St<4 

with a periodicity of 4, shown in 5.6. The systolic phase is very similar to the one 

defined in chapter 3. The diastolic phase is shorter to resembie the flow conditions of 

the aarlier performed flexible iaaflet experiments. 

Figure 5.7 shows the experimentally observed motion of a two-dimensional, 

very thin flexible laaflet valve due to the pulsatite flow. At t=O, the valve laaflet is 

almest straight and nearly fully opened. During flow acceleration (O<t<1), the valve is 
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pushad into the sinus and the shape of the valve is convex. During flow deceleration 

(1<t<2), the valve starts to close, beginning wlth the part close to the point of 

attachment, since there the pressure ditterenee over the valve Is larger than at the 

valve tip. The shape of the valve quickly changes lnto a concave one, with the 

largast curvature close to the point of attachment. The motion of the valve tip lags 

behind and the curvature change Is only modest at that point. Durlng the diastolic 

phase (2~~4), the valve tip comes at equal helght as the rest of the valve and the 

valve more or less stretches itself. The maximum valve ciosure Is about 50%. Due to 

vlscous damping In the boundary layers at the front and rear wall of the experimental 

model, the sldes of the valve near the boundary do not move exactly In phase with 

the center part of the valve. So, the valve does nol remain flat, but it is curved in the 

direction perpendlcular to the model plane. The positions shown in tigure 5.7 are 

those of the center part of the valve. Because of this, the results of this experiments 

have only an indicative value. 

In tigure 5.8 some results of numerical simulations tor a segmented valve are 

given. As in chapter 4, a relativa bending stiffness parameter k is used, where k=1 

corresponds to the experlmental case. The absolute bending stiffness In the contact 

points of the segmented valve Is about equal to the bending stiffness in the point of 

attachment of the rigid valve. Buoyancy Is not present hare. The fixation angle of the 

valve (and so lts equilibrium position at Re-0) is 0.39 rad (22.5~. In order to restriet 

the amount of computation time the Reynolds number is chosen to be 300, which is 

30% of its value during the experiments. 

First, the Strouhal number is chosen equal to that of the flexible valve 

experiment, I.e. St .. 0.17. Figure 5.8a shows the results for a relativa stiff valve 

(k=0.1 ). At the start of the systolic phase, the valve is nearly at its maximum closed 

position (about 80% closed) . During flow acceleration it opens until at t=1 (maximum 

flow rata) it is In nearly fully opened position. During the deceleration phase and the 

diastolic phase it moves again towards the closed position. The maximum closed 

position is reached just before the end of the diastolic phase. Then, due to its 

bending stiffness, the valve bounces back, just befare it is accelerated by the fluid 

flow. Also due to the bending stiffness, the shape of the valve is concave if it is 

opened further than lts equilibrium position and convex if it is closed further than this 

position. The motion of the valve tip is in phase with the part close to the point of 

attachment. The overall behavior of this rather stift valve resembles that of the rigid 

valve. Figure 5.8b shows that when the bending stiffness is decreased by a factor 5 

(k=0.02), no essential changes in the valve behavior are observed. The valve 

amplitude and the curvature changes are somewhat larger. Apparently, the stiffness 
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of the valve Is still larger than in the experimental case of the fully flexible vaive. 

For the pulsatile flow and a Strouhai number of St- 0.17, no converganee has 

been obtained for k < 0.02. Unlike the rigid valve model, the segmented valve model 

does notconverga unconditionally. No strict converganee limit is encountered but the 

converganee slows down more and more lf the bending stiffness and/or the Strouhal 

number is decreased, until the limits of the available computation time are reached. 

This decraaslog rata of converganee is caused by the fact that the dynamica! 

equilibrium position bacomes undetermined if bath the internai farces due to the 

bending stiffness and the external farces due to the fluid flow become zero. 

Especially in the diastolic phase, in whlch also the steady component of the fluid 

force is absent, this situation may occur or at least may be approached. Apparently, 

tor cases close to this undetermined state, the residual moment varles so little close 

to the minimum that it can not be located accurately. An incidental causa for the 

breakdown of the converganee process is that sametimes a valve position must be 

evaluated which is beyond the capacity of the mesh generator or the fluid solver, e.g. 

a case In which a part of the valve lies outside the fluid domain. Additional 

precautions, which are nat taken here, wouid circumvent these events. 

lf the Strouhai number is increased to St "' 1, then for k=0.1 (figure 5.8c) the 

vaive behavior is similar to that of the St - 0.17 case. Due to the increase of the 

inertiai effects the valve amplitude is somewhat less. For St = 1, the bending stiffness 

can be decreased further. Converganee is obtained for k down to k=0.002, a factor 

500 less than the raferenee case. The result is shown In figure 5.8d. Now, the valve 

behavier has changed. The curvature changes have increased and resembie more 

the experimental case of the fully flexible valve. The motion of the valve tip lags 

behind that of the part close to the point of attachment. During valve acceleration 

(O~t<1) the valve has a convex shape whereas its shape is concave during flow 

deceleration (gt<2). As in the previous cases, the valve displacement is large. 

Figure 5.8e demonstratas the effect of the fixation angle. lt has been changed from 

0.39 rad (22.5~ to 0°. As might be expected, the valve position range is shifted 

somewhat more into the sinus, rasuiting in a less complete valve closure. The 

agreement with the experimental results shown in tigure 5.7 is improved. 

Same more details of the velocity field are shown in figure 5.9 for the case 

aarlier shown in tigure 5.8d. Globally, the results resembie those of the rigid valve 

case, shown in chapter 4. At the start of the systolic phase, the valve is in its 

maximum closed position and the fluid veloeities are small. A weak vortex behind the 

valve is persisting from the previous period. During flow acceleration the valve 
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moves up and the contents of the sinus is pushad out. The vortex disappears. The 

valve reaches its maximum opened positlon halfway the deceleration phase. Then lts 

shape changes trom convex to concave and it starts closing. A new vortex is formed 

behind it. In the diastolic phase, the valve keeps moving down and flnally stretches 

itself. The vortex is diffuslng until the start of the new flow cycle. 

Re=300 

figure 5.10 
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In the previous cases, the flow rate has been pulsatile according to tigure 5.6. 

Then, the valve amplitudes are large but the curvature changes are only modest. 

The curvature changes increase if the valve bacomes more flexible and if the fluid 

inertlal torces become larger. In order to demonstrata the capabilities of the model, 

also the case of a harmonically varying flow rate according to tigure 4.14 is studied. 

The Strouhal number is chosen to be St = 1, with the characteristic time defined as 

the periodic time. The results are shown in figures 5.10 and 5.11. Generally, the 

valve displacement is much smaller than tor a pulsatile flow. The curvature changes 
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are much larger and that holds also for the phase ditterenee between the motion of 

the valve tip and that of the part close to the point of attachment. The latter moves 

more or less in ph~se with the flow rate, while the valve tip may lag considerably 

behind. lf k=0.01 (figure 5.1 Oa) both parts of the valve have approximateiy an 

opposite phase, rasuiting in a resonance-like behavior. lf the bending stiffness is set 

equal to zero (for which converganee is achieved in this case) the valve motion 

bacomes wave-like, with large deformations and different parts of the valve moving in 

different directions. The latter is clearly visible In figure 5.11. Due to the absence of 

the diastelle phase and the relativa large Inertlal fluid forces, it Is less likely that the 

dynamic ·equilibrium of the valve bacomes nearly undetermined than in the case with 

pulsatile flow rate. This is refle<?ted in the range of convergence, which is wider and 

also lncorporates the fully flexible valve with k=O. For the previous simulations, tour 

segments seem to be sufficient. A practical application of the k=O case would require 

a larger number of segments. 

5.4 Discussion 

From the resu~s of the previous sections it is concluded that the Interaction model · 

can be applied to haart valve moelels and other fluid-structure systems with more 

than one degree of freedom. The qualitative agreement between the experimental 

and numerical results is goed. The quantitative agreement is reasonable. lf the valve 

marker positions are measured more accurately and if more attention is paid to the 

choice of parameter estimation experiments, a better agreement may be expected. 

For this study, a valve consisting of tour rigid segments appeared to yield an 

adequate description of the behavier of a flexible valve, except when the deformation 

is very large. The numerical segmented valve model yields results similar to these of 

an indicative experiment with a flexible laaflet valve. 

lf the valve is relatively stift, the algorithm converges rapidly and the required 

amount of computation time is limited. The number of Newton iteration steps per time 

step (which each requires the solving of the fluid system) is cernparabie to the 

number in the rigid valve case. However, if the valve bacomes more flexible, the 

number of position estimates and Newton iterations increases. No strict converganee 

limit has been encountered. In practica, the converganee is limited by the amount of 

computation time available. The largast computational effort, encountered in this 

study, was a requirement of about 2900 Newton iterations for one individual 

timestep, using about 4 hours CPU on an Alliant FX/4. Additional safeguards may be 

added to the algorithm in order to prevent incidental breakdown of the computation 
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when a valve position must be evaluated which is beyond the capability of the mesh 

generator or the fluld solver. 

like in the rigid valve case, it would be preferabie when the time integration 

schema would be second order accurate and when the Reynolds number could be 

increased to physiological values. 

lf the simulation of a full physiological flow cycle is required, including back flow 

and full valve closure, the model must be extended with a ciosure algorithm, which is 

not included in the present model. 



6. Summary and conclusions 

In the present study a numerical fluld-structure Interaction model has been 

developed for the analysis of the dynamlc behavlor of a prosthetlc haart valve. 

Experlments have been performed to vandate the numerical results. 

Two different valve types have been consldered. The flrst Is a rlgld valve which 

can rotate around its point of attachment. lt resembles the case of a diso-type valve 

prosthesls, whlch has only one dagree of freedom. The second type Is a sagmented 

valve, conslstlng of saveral rlgid segments connected to each other. Thls type Is 

intended for the design of valve prostheses with more dagrees of freedom such as 

flexlble blo-prosthetlc or artlficlal laaflet valves. The buoyancy, the bending stlffness 

and the load due to the fluid flow are lncluded In the valve equilibrium equation. 

Friction In the contact points and the lnertla of the valve have not been considered, 

but could be lncorporated easily lf desired. The constltutive equatlons may be 

nonlinear. Large displacements and deformations are allowed. 

Varlous fluid models have been incorporated In the fluld-structure Interaction 

model. The simplest is a quasi one-dimenslonal analytica! model. lt Is básed on 

Bernoulli's theorem and conservalion of mass. Velocity gradients in radial direction 

are not considered In thls model. Somewhat more advanced Is the model of von 

Mises (Gurevich, 1967). This Is a two-dlmensional potentlal flow model which 

expllcltly takes lnto account the contraction of the flow behlnd the valve. Both models 

have been applied to a rigid valve in a steady state posltion. Furthermore, a finite 

element fluld model based on the two-dlmenslonal unsteady Navier-Stokes equations 

has been applied. Thls model gives a tuil descriptlon of the fluid flow in complex 

shaped domains. The Navier-Stokes and continuity equations are spatially 

discretlzed by means of a standard Galerkin finite element method. A 7-noded 

triangular element is used in which the velocity Is approximated by an extended 

quadratic tunction. The pressure Is approximated by a linear tunetion being 

discontlnuous over the element boundaries. The pressure unknowns are eliminaled 

trom the momenturn equation using a penalty tunetion approach. The time inlegration 

is performed with an Euler impliclt schema. As a contact condition on the valve, the 

fluid velocity is set equal to the local valve velocity. This velocity is determined trom 

the actual valve posltlon and the posltion at the previous point in time. The spatlal 

accuracy of the velocity is of third order. The accuracy of the pressure is of second 

order. The temporal accuracy is of flrst order tor as welf as the velocity and the 

pressure. The finite element fluid model has been applied to both the rigld and the 

segmented valve. Reynolds numbers up to 11 00 have been achieved, which are 
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lower than the physiological value of 4500. The Strouhal number has been varled 

between 0.06 (the physiological value) and 2. 

The coupled fluid-structure system is solved by a fully coupled, iterative 

method: both the fluid and the structure subsystem are evaluated separately (one 

subsystem is solved whlle the other is kapt constant) and an iteration is performed 

until equilibrium is achieved. Since the rigid valve has only one dagree of freedom, 

lts equation of motion is a nonlinear scalar equatlon. The root of this equation 

corresponds to the equilibrium position. The methad of Brent (1973) is used to locate 

this root. This methad does not require the evaluation of derivatives wlth respect to 

the valve position (which are not available in the present study) and 1t combines 

robustness with a fast local convergence. The equilibrium position of the segmented 

valve is found by formulating the problem as a nonlinear least squares problem in 

which the sum of the squares of the residual segment moment is minimized. Powell's 

hybrid methad (Powell, 1970) has been applied tor this minimization. Like Brent's 

method 1t does not require the evaluation of derivatives and it combines robustness 

and fast local convergence. 

Experiments have been performed to validate the fluid-structure interaction 

models. The computation of the velocity field has been checked by camparing the 

results to those of laser-Doppier measurements. The compu1ed fluid load exerted on 

the valve has been compared with experimental data obtained with a force 

transducer mounted to the valve. The valve motion has been recorded with a video 

system and compared to numerical predictions. Steady and unsteady cases have 

been considered. Separate experiments have been performed to delermine the 

parameters in the constitutive equations. 

The results of the rigid valve model are quite satisfactory. The quasi 

one-dimensional fluid model and the von Mises model have been applied to compute 

the fluid load due to a steady flow and the steady equilibrium position as a tunetion 

of the Reynolds number. They yield good qualitative agreement with the 

experiments. However, the quantitative agreement of the quasi one-dimensionai 

model is poor, whereas the von Mises model gives much better results. This 

indicates that the two-dimensionality of the flow, in the form of flow contraction 

behind the valve, is an important phenomenon in this steady flow case. The finite 

element method proves to yield the most accurate results. The agreement between 

experiments and numerical simulations is close. In case of an unsteady flow some 

small deviations occur, which can be attribu1ed to spurious three-dimensional flow 

phenomena in the experimental model. The model valve shows an early state 

closing behavior which resembles that of the natural aortic valve. The influence of 
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the Reynolds number, the Strouhal number and the bending stiffness has been 

analyzed. As expected, the valve amplitude increases if the valve bacomes less stift. 

The effect of the Reynolds number on the valve motion Is not a dominant one. So, it 

is believed that results, obtained tor lower Reynolds numbers than the physlologlcal 

ones, are usatul tor physiologlcal appllcations. The Strouhal number Is more 

Important. An unconditional numerical stabllity Is achleved, lndependently of the 

bending stiffness and buoyancy, which both may be zero. 

The segmented valve model demonstratas a good qualitative agreement 

between the experimental and numerical results. Some deviatlons occur due to the 

limlted accuracy of the constitutive parameters of the valve and due to 

three-dimensional flow phenomena in the experimental model. When the bending 

stiffness is smail, the valve shows large displacements and large curvature 

variations. The numerical solution procedure converges to the dynamic equilibrium 

position tor a wide range of parameter sets. Also in cases without any buoyancy and 

bending, converganee has been obtained. The behavier of a tour segment valve 

resembles largely that of a fuily flexible valve. 

lt is believed that the fluid-structure interaction models presented in this study 

may contribute to the development of lmproved haart valve prostheses. In the 

present form the models can be used for an indicative study of the dynamic behavier 

of existlng or newly developed one- or blleaflet disc type or flexlble laaflet type 

prostheses. lf requlred, valve inertia or visco-elasticity can easily be incorporated. 

For a complete analysis of the dynamic valve behavier a three-dimensional fluid 

model must be applled. Furthermore, some special care should be taken to 

incorporate the possibility of fuil valve closure, which is not considered in the present 

study. 

Apart from the application to heart valve prostheses, the models can be used 

tor a rather general class of fluid-structure interaction problems. The model will be 

usatul especiaily in those cases in which a tuil descriptlon of the fluid is required, 

when the structure has a relatively few dagrees of treedom and when the structure 

displacements and deformations are large. lf a tuil description of the fluid is not 

required, an analogous fuily coupled iterative approach can be used with a simpiltled 

fluid model, as has been demonstraled with the quasi one-dimensionai and potentlal 

fluid models. lf the structure has negligible inertia, internal damping and stiffness 

during at least part of the computatlon, fuily coupled iterative methods, like the ones 

at hand, are probably the only applicable methods. 
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List of symbols 

Convention 

a scalar 

a rata of a .. 
a vector 
.; 

rata of a a 

a column of scalars 
aT transpose of ~ 

A second-order tensor 
Ac conjugate of A 
A-1 inverse of A 

A matrix of scalars 
AT tranpose of A 
A-1 inverse of A 

a·B dot product 

det(A) determinant of A 

A:B double dot product of two tensors 

Symbols 

1 force 

h local vertical valve position 

I unit tensor 

k bending stiffness, relativa to raferenee case 

I valvelsegment length 

.L. divergence matrix 

1
9 

buoyancy force lever 

m valvelsegment moment with respect to fixation -point 

M mass matrix 

n number of segments 

n normal vector 

N convection matrix 

p pressure 

Re Reynolds number 

s local coordinate along valve 



List of symbols 

S Gauchy stress stensor 

.S ditfusion matrix 

St Strouhal number 

t time 

T tangential vector 

U velocity 

x axiaVhorizontal coordinate 

y radiallvertical coordinate 

z coordinate perpendicular to twodimensional model plane 

fJ valvelsegment bending parameter 

r valvelsegment buoyancy parameter 

î boundary 

S truncation criterion 

ót timestep 

óx characteric element size 

t: penalty tunetion parameter 

71 von Mises souree position; machine precision 

B time inlegration parameter; argument complex von Mises velocity 

K flow contraction coefficient; asymptotic converganee constant 

À relative valve opening 

11 von Mises valve angle 

v kinematic viscosity 

p order of converganee 

a stress; von Mises coordinate along valve; standard deviation 

r characteristic time scale 

cp valvelsegment angle 

n domain 

V gradient vector operator 

V2 Laplace operator 

Indices 

b 

c 
f 

g 

h 

bending 

characteristic 

fluid 

buoyancy 

hinge 
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with u the velocity vector, p the denslty, S the Cauchy stress tensor, F the 

deformation tensor, V the gradient vector operator and the superscript dot · the local 

(spatial) time derivative. Subscripts f and s refer to the fluid and structure system, 

respectively. The subscript o rafers to the raferenee state. Assuming that the fluid is 

Newtonian and that the structure is elastic the following constitutive relations must be 

satlsfied: 

s1 = -PI +'l((Vul+(Vu1)) 

Ss- G(Fs) 

(A.2a) 

(A.2b) 

with p the pressure, I the unit tensor and G some tensor specifying the constitutive 

behavior of the structure. Superscript c denotes the conjugate and 17 the dynamic 

viscosity. The contact conditlans on rare: 

(A.3a) 

(A.3b) 

with a the local stress defined as a = s. n, with n the unit outward normal vector on 

r. 
To solve the set of equatlons (A.1), (A.2) and (A.3) simultaneously, saveral 

techniques can be applied. Here a raferenee system is employed whose points move 

in ilrilr independent of the motion of the fluid. Variables referring to these raferenee 

points are denoted by a subscript r. The position of the raferenee points and 

structure points are referred to as xr and x5 , respectively. Using this concept the 

momenturn equation (A.1 a) is rewritten as 

(A.4) 

Here the accent ' denotes the time derivative of a quantity in point of the rnaving 

raferenee system. The points of the raferenee system . may be moved with an 

arbitrary velocity as long as the contact condition 

.. .. .. ... 
ur = us = Ut= xr on r (A.5) 

is satisfied. The raferenee system can be regarded as a solid with u1 and Pt as 

relevant state variables. 

To obtaln an approximation of the fluid velocity and the pressure fields within 
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nr and of the structure displacements in 0
8

, the method of the weighted residuals is 

applied. This yields tor the momenturn equations (A.4) and (A.jc): 

(A.6a) 

(A.6b) 

with w weighting functions. The continuity equations (A.1 b) and (A.1 d) yield similar 

expresslons and are not considered here. The position of the raferenee and structure 

points are time dependent and not a priori known. As a consequence the gradients V 

can not be elaborated, Furthermore, the domains n.rnr and 0 5 and the boundary r 
are not a priori known, so the integrals in (A.6) can not be evaluated. Following a 

method, well-known in nonfinaar solid mechanics, it is assumed that an estimated 

solution of the set of equations has been determined. Estimatlons of the unknown 

variables (denoted with a superscript asterisk *) are u; and x; on r, x;. u; and p;, 

which can be used to compute v·, s;. F; and s;. Together with the known raferenee · 

state and the unknown current state, the estimated state is shown in tigure A.2. 

ligure A.2 Definition of position veetors and transformation tensors 
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The value of the relevant raferenee state In the current state can be written as the 

sum of their estlmated values and lteratlve changes, according to 

~ ~· .. 
x,"' x,+ ox, 

x5 - x;+ ox5 

û1- u; + oû1 

Pt = P; + c5pf 

s8 - s; + oss 

(A.7a) 

(A.7b) 

(A.7c) 

(A.7c) 

(A.7e) 

Using a tensor H, whlch describes the deformatlon form the estlmated state to the 

current state the following expresslons can be derived 

V= Jr4J 
dn, - det(H) dn; 

dQ5 - det(H) dn; 

dr = det(H) llfrl·ii*ll dr· 

Substitutlon of (A.7) and (A.8) in (A.6) yields: 

I w,- [pfÛ~ Pt<ûrû,) ·{UCV·u,}] det(H)dn; = 

n; 

I {(V·w,)0 -K1}:{-pi + 17<v*û1)
0 -K 1+1Jfrl·<V*û1)} det(H)dn; + 

n; 

I w,-a,det(H)ilfrl·iÏII dr* 
r· 

J {(V.w
5

)
0 ·H"1}:(S;+OS

5
)det(H) dn; + 

n; 
Iws·<a;+oa5)det(H)IIfrl-iÏII dr· = o 
r· 

(A.8a) . 

(A. Sb) 

(A. Sc) 

(A.8d) 

(A.9a) 

(A.9b) 

Here, H, OS
5 

and OSf are nonlinear functions of oxs, ox,, oû1 and c5p1. In order to 

solve the system (A.9) it is linearized and discretized. This will eventually lead to a 

set of linear equations of the form 
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Ma-1 
a .. [Ö!.!f c5Qf ö!, ö!sJ T 

A.5 

(A.10a) 

(A.1 Ob) 

So the final set (A.1 0) contains the unknowns of both fluid and structure, which are 

solved simultaneously. 

In the process of llnearlzation of (4.9) numerous slmplifications and additional 

assumptlons can be made. For instance, a relatlonshlp between û, and x
5 

can be 

chosen in order to eliminale û, as unknown. This couid lead to an Arbitrary 

Langrange-Eular approach, in which the nodal points of both fluid and structure 

move with a prescribed velocity. The process of linearization, simplification and 

implementation is a tedious one and, which is more important, does not guarantee to 

the stability of the solution of the rasuiting set of equations, especially when the 

structure displacements are large. 
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APPENDIX 8: VON MISESFLUID MODEL 

In this appendix soma details are given of the analytica! potentlal fluid model for the 

steady flow around a rlgid valve as developed by von Mises (Gurevlch, 1965). 

A sketch of the fluid domain is given In tigure 22. The domaln Is regarded as a 

complex plane, the z-plane. In this plane a velocity vector is defined as 

(8.1) 

with u the amplitude and (} the argument of the velocity. Defined are also the 

complex conjugate of the normalized velocity 

(8.2) 

with '1 the magnitude of the velocity at the valve tip and on the tree streamline. 

Deflne also a complex velocity potentlal W and lts complex conjugate WC, satisfying 

(8.3) 

so 

(8.4) 

The velocity field in the physical z-plane is transformed by the transformation 

(8.5) 

to a half sphere in another complex plane, which we will call the t-plane (see tigure 

8.1). The orientation of the valve is defined as Jm· Th is can be shown as follows. 

From the z-plane it is clear that in E U=Ut and 9=0. From (8.2) and (8.5) it follows 

that t=1. On the rigid walls EH and HC is also valid that 9=0; the local velocity there 

is smaller than '1 and equals zero in the stagnation point C. So, EH and HC are 

transformed to the interval te[0;1) of the positive real axis in the t-plane. The point C 

is a special one, since the derivative . ~ is not bounded there, so the transformation 

is locally not conform. This problem is avoided by considering a half circle around C 

in the t-plane with arbitrary small radius e. Then t=e eia and according to (8.5) 
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-1 0 77 +1 

Von Mises fluid domain, transiormed to a half 
cirde in the complex t-plane 

t;, .. eJleiJJ.a. lt follows that an iocrement a In the t-plane corresponds to an iocrement 

J.l1C in the z-plane and that happens to be the orlentation of C8. Point 8 transfarms to 

t- -1 (in 8 U=Ut and O=J.UC, so t=s1 'Jl=e1tr~-1 ). So, the line C8 is transformed to the 

interval te[-1 ;0] on the negative real axis In the t-plane. On the tree streamllne BE 

U=Ut so 151 =I tI = 1. The argument in the z-plane ranges trom J.l1C In 8 to 0 In E and 

trom (8.5) it follows that the argument In the t-plane then ranges trom tr in 8 and 0 in 

E. This is a half clrcle with radius 1 in the upper half space trom B to E, which closes 

the contour. 

The flow in both the z-plane and the t-plane can be represented by a souree of 

strength q In H and a sink of strength -q In E. lt Is convenlent to extend the domain 

in the t-plane to the whole plane. In order to satisfy the boundary conditions at the 

real axis (no flow penetrating it) a mirror transformation with respect to the real axis 

is performed, whlch creates a closed spherical streamllne. Because of thls extension 

the souree and sink are doubled in strength, because only half of the fluid arrives in 

the upper half plane. The clrcle theorem of MiJne-Thomson Is used to satisfy the 

boundary condition on the circle. Consider a complex plane in which the flow can be 

represented by a complex velocity potentlal W-f(t). Then the potentlal flow in the 

same plane with a cylinder (radius r) placed In the origln, is described by 

w - f(t) + f(~) (8.6) 

(Milne-Thomson,1966) . The rasuiting velocity potentlal in the complex plane of 

interest bacomes (figure 8.2): 

W = ~ ln(7J) + ~ ln(t-1]) + 

+ ~ ln(t-~)- ~ ln(t-1) (8.7) 
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figure 8 .2 

Von Mises fluld model 

E 1/'T) 

4q 2q 

Von Mises fluid domain, extended to the full 

complex t-plane, using extra sourees and sinks 

8 .3 

Parameter 1], the posltion of the source, is still not known but can be determined by 

making use of the tact that I C8 I =1. Using the identity 

(8.8) 

and (B.5) gives 

(B.9) 

CB is in the t-piane represented by 

(B.1 0) 

Substituting this in (B.9) and using the derivative of (B.7) with respecttot gives 

I = ICBI = 

(B.11) 



C.2 On the ana/ys/s of movlng heatt valves 

J v[V ·u)dQ = 0 

Q 

(C.4b) 

tor Vw e W Vv e V. All components of the vector tunetion w and their partlal 

derivatives in space as well as the scalar tunetion v must be square Lebesque 

integrable over the domain n. Using lntegration by parts and Gauss' theorem, the 

first equation is transformed to: 

(St W·U + W·(U·(V u)]+ (V w) :S)dQ • J ... "' ... .. ... ... c 

Q 

= Jw-ldn+ Jw·ldr (C.5) 

n r 

tor Vw e W, with t the stress vector defined as t .. S • n, n being the outward normal 

unit vector on boundary r. Equations C.5 and C.4b are sultabla tor discretization with 

the finite element method. In this methad the region Q is divided into elements. Every 

element consists of a number of nodal points tor the velocity and the pressure and 

the unknowns u and p are supposed to be a linear combination of the values of 

these unknowns in the nodal points: 

n 
u(x,t) -1 ~(x) u1(t) 1·1 

m 
p(x,t) -1 wx) Pi(t) 

lz1 

(C.6a) 

(C.6b) 

with n the total number of nodal points tor the velocity and m the total number of 

nodal points for the pressure. The functions fPt and vri are the so-called basis 

functions tor the velocity and the pressure in nodal point i, respectively. These 

functions are fully determined by the position vector x. The symbols ui and Pi present 

the velocity vector and the pressure in nodal point i, respectively, and are only 

functions of time. Therefore, the velocity and pressure fields are completely 

determined by the basis functions and the nodal point values. To solve the system of 

equations also assumptions must be made tor the weight functions w and v. To this 

end finite dimensional subspaces Wh c W and Vh c V are constructed and the 

equations C.4b and C.5 should hold tor wh e Wh and vh e Vh. Within the Galerkin 

methad the basis functions tor the velocity and the pressure are used to define these 

subspaces. In other words Wh is spanned by the set {fPt. i=1 ,n} and Vh is spanned by 

the set {V!i, i=1 ,m}. Therefore, the arbitrary weight functions wh and vh can be written 



as: 

Dlscretization of the Navier-stokes equations 

n 
wh(x,t) = r 9>J(x)w1(t) 1-1 

m 

vh(x,t) - 1 V!j(x)v1(t) j., 1 

C.3 

(C.7a) 

(C.7b) 

· Substitution of the equations C.6 and C.7 lnto the equations C.5 and C.4b leads to: 

n n n n 
.1 w1·{J[st 9>J.l (1),~1- + 9>Jl (l),l (V fP!UI)c·u1. + SC·VIPj]dO}'"' 
•• 1 n J=1 • 1 1-1 • 11-1 

n 

1~1w1 ·<J 9>J1dn + J9>Jldr} (C.Ba) 
n r 

m n 
1 v.JlJiil V(l),-u.dil-0 (C.Bb) 

i= 1 I 1J= 1 y J I 
n 

tor all Vwh e Wh and Vvh e Vh. The requlrement that these equatlons must hold tor 

all admissable vector functions wh and scalar functlons vh, substltution of the 

constltutlve relation tor Newtonian fluids (eq. C.2) and presentstion in a Cartesian 

coordinate system leads to a set of differentlal equatlons. With the gradient operator, 

the velocity and the pressure column defined as: 

yT ~ [dfdx1,d/dx2] 

~ T = [~T ..... ~~l 
eT = [p1, ... ,pmJ 

and 1 being a 2-dimensional unit matrix, the set of nonlinear first order equations 

reads: 

with M the mass matrix: 

M ~ + [S + N(~)]~ + L Te ~ ! + ~ 
L~-Q 

M1i = stJ <Pîfl'ï 1 dn 
n 

(C.9a) 

(C.9b) 

(C.10a) 



C.4 

S the ditfusion matrix: 

On the ana/ysls of movlng heart valves 

S
11 

- ~ai l<Y<PT Y<PJH + Y<Pt Y<PTldO 
Q 

N(~) the convection matrix: 

.!.. the divergence matrix: 

! the body force column: 

n 
N(~)il ... I <Pi<Pjl~1 <Y<Pt ~ T>dO 

Q 

(1. T)il =-I V'iY<Pidil 
Q 

and g the boundary stress column: 

(C.10b) 

(C.1 Oe) 

(C.10d) 

(C.10e) 

(C.1 Of) 

In this presentation M. S and N are square 2nx2n matrices, L is a mx2n matrix and ! 
and ~are 2nx1 columns. M1i, s1i and N(~) 1i are square 2x2 matrices and (LT)1i, !i and 

bÏ are 2x1 matrices. 

The application of the penalty tunetion method (see section 2.1 .3) leads in a 

similar way to the pressure matrix Mp: 

t4i"' J VljV'jdQ 
Q 

(C.11) 

Since the matrix L is not a square matrix, it has at most m independent rows. The 

sa me is true tor the 2nx2n matrix t L T Mp 1 L which occurs due to the application of 

the panlaty tunetion method. Therefore this matrix is singular. 



APPENDIX D: VAN WIJNGAARDEN-DEKKER-SRENT 
METHOD 

In thls appendix an outfine is given of the van Wijngaarden-Dekker-Srent method 

(Brent, 1973). In the remalnder it wilt be referred to as Brenfs method. lt is used in 

section 2.3 for the converganee to the equilibrium positlon of a rigid valve. 

Essentially, the method Is a combination of biseetion and interpolation. lt 

combines a guaranteed global converganee of at least flrst order with a supertinaar 

converganee close to roots of continuously differentiable functions. Roughly 

sketched, the method proceeds as fellows. 

11 is assumed that the root is initially bracketed in a known interval. The method 

decreasas the interval length stepwise, assurlng that the root is kapt within the 

brackets. lf possible, a next estimate of the root is obtained by an interpolation within 

the current interval, but at the start of each step lt Is flrst checked whether the 

decrease of the Interval bounds has been sufflciently rapld in the previous iteration 

steps. lf not, the lnterpolation is obvlously not aftielent enough and a biseetion step is 

taken. lf it was, a new lnterpolation is tested (but not yet performedl). Depending on 

the available old points the lnterpolation is either Jinaar or Inverse quadratic (position 

<p as quadratic tunetion of moment m). Then lt Is checked whether there Is no danger 

of over- or underflow and whether the lnterpolated point falls within the bracketed 

interval. lf so, the lnterpolation is performed, otherwise a biseetion step is taken. In all 

cases the correction is at least equal to the demanded tolerance, since a smaller 

step does not make sense. 

lf three distinct old points a,b and c are available an inverse quadratic 

Lagrange interpolation is used. The interpolation is inverse quadratic since with a 

direct quadratic interpolation a quadratic equation must be solved, which in general 

gives two distinct roots. Inverse quadratic interpolation avoids the problem of which 

root should be accepted. The interpolation formula is (Press et al., 1986) 

<p = Im-m ( a))[m- mfbl 1 c + !m-m ( bll!m- mfcl I a + 
[m(c) - m(a)] [ m ( c)-m(b)] [m(a)- m(b)] [ m ( a)-m(c)] 

+ Im-m ( c)][m - m(al 1 b 
[m(b)- m(c)] [ m ( b)-m(a)] 

Setting m to zero gives as next root estimate 

(0.1) 

(D.2a) 



D2 

wlth 

On the snslysis of moving hesrt vslves 

r - m(b)/m(c), s - m(b)/m(a), t- m(a)/m(c) 

p - s[t(r-t)(c-b) - (1-r)(b-a)] 

q ~ (t-1)(r-1)(s-1) 

(D.2b) 

(D.2c) 

(D.2d) 

lf there are only two distinct old points avallable the Inverse quadratic lnterpolation is 

not possible, so a linear interpolation is performed using (0.2.5) and (D.2a) together 

wlth 

p'"' (c-b)s 

q- s-1 

(D.4a) 

(D.4b) 

Now the algorithm Is discussed in somewhat more detail way. Conslder again 

the three points a,b, and c and define them such that m(b) m(c):!>O and 

I m(b) Is; I m(c) I· Here b is the best approximation to ll'equn so far, a is the previous 

value of b (and may be equal to c) and ll'equu must lie betweenband c (initially a=c). 

Define also the toleranee 8 and the mldpoint of the interval Z=~(c-b) . Furthermore, 

denote d as the correction to be made on b and e as the previous correction made. 

Apart trom initializations a typical step Is taken as follows: 

{test whether converganee is achieved} 

if I z I :!>8 or m(b)=O then {root is found} 

stop; 

{root not found, so proceed} 

if Ie I <8 or I m(b) 1>1 m(a) I then 

{convergence is too slow: use bisection} 

d:-z; e:=d; 

else {convergence is rapid enough: use interpolation if possible} 

if a=c then 

{only two distinct points: use linear interpolation} 

p := (c-b)s 

q := s-1 

else {three distinct points a,b,c available: use quadratic interpolation} 

p := s[t(r-t)(c-b) - (1-r)(b-a)] 

q := (t-1)(r-1)(s-1) 

{test if interpolation is successful} 



Van Wljngaarden-Delcker-Brent trl8thod 

if I p/q I <1.51 z I {lnterpolation wlthin boundary?} 

and I p/q I~ Ie I { converganee tast enough?} then 

{accept lnterpolatlon} 

d: .. p/q; e:..d; 

else {lnterpolation not posslble or not efflclent enough} 

d:-z; e:-d; 

lf I dI <S then {correctlon too small to be meanlngful: take step of ö} 

b:-b+c5 

else {correction large enough: accept lt} 

b:-b+d 

{proceed with next step} 

0.3 

The choice tor the criterion I p/q I <1.51 z I instead of the slmpier criterion I p/q I< 1 z 1 is 

motivated by Brent because of the use of the quadratic lnterpolation. For more 

details one is refered to hls work. 

The toleranee of the final approximation of the root is 2c5, where 

(0.5) 

with E the relativa machine precision and c5a a positive absolute tolerance. The 

algorithm is designed in such a way that rounding errors cannot prevent 

converganee (Brent, 1973, p51 ). lf rounding errors are taken lnto account the 

toleranee c5 increases slightly to 

(0.6) 

(Brent, 1973, p52). 

By carefully checking the converganee rate and taking biseetion steps if 

necessary, Brent's method Is never much slowar than the biseetion method. This is 

the main lmprovement of Brent. lt is especially important tor ill-behaved tunctions and 

tor initial guesses far trom roots of well-behaved functlons. At a certain stage of the 

iteration process, closer to the root, superlinear converganee will set in. The order of 

converganee then will be at least equal to that of the secant method (successive 

linear interpolation), i.e. p = ~1 +/5) ::::1.62. The inverse quadratic interpolation (also 

added by Brent) can improve this slightly, but the effect is only modest. Practical 

tests of Brent show reduction of the total number of tunetion evaluations by several 

percents. 



0.4 On the anatysis of movlng heart valves 

In sectlon 2.3 the bracketing of the root (which must proceed the application of 

Brenfs method) is described globally. Here, soma more details are given. 

With fPJ the j-th estimate of the valve posltion on timestep n+ 1 and mi the 

rasuiting moment, A~Jltry a trial step, Aq>max the maximum allowed step, q>min and 

q>max the minimum and maximum allowed posltion and Jl an elongation factor, the 

algorithm can be written as follows: 

q>1 : .. q>n {solution of previous timestep as lnitial estimate} 

{valve is pushad down} if m1 > 0 then 

else 

j:=2 

repeat 

<1':2 :- q>1 + A~Jltry 
{valve is pushad up} 

ó.q> := Jl mi('PJ_1-fPJ)/(mi_1-mi) 

if I Aq>l :s; Aq>max then 

<Pj+ 1 := fPJ + Aq> 

el se {step too large, must be restricted} 

<Pj+ 1 := fPJ + ó.q>maxsign(Aq>) 

if fPJ+ 1 < q>min then fPJ+ 1 == q>min 

if fPJ+ 1 > q>max then <Pj+ 1 := q>max 

until mi mi+1 < 0 

Every timestep the two most recent estimates are used because they are the 

ciosest to the root, since m(q>) is monotonic and only extrapolation takes place. 



APPENDIX E: POWELL'S HYBRID METHOD 

In thls appendix an outllne Is given of Powell's hybrld method, whlch Is used in 

sectlon 2.3.2 to locate the equilibrium posltlon of a segmented valve. Conslder the 

scalar tunetion 

(E.1) 

(E.2) 

with (l - [ q>1 , .... ,fl>n1 and '!1 T - [f 1 , .... ,fn1· r Is total residual to be minimized and mi 

are functions of a parameter set f/!· In this study, '!1 represents the link moments and 

f/! the positions of the links. 

Since the problem Is nonllnear an iteration Is used accordlng to 

(E.3) 

with f/!k the k-th estlmate tor the minimum and c\ a correction to lt. Differentlating 

(E.2) with respect to f/! and setting the gradient to zero (since a minimum Is sought) 

leads to 

n 
(JrJk + 1~1 mi(f!!)V2mt(f!!)]~ .. -Jr'!lk (E.4) 

with J(q>) the Jacobian matrix of '!1· defined by 

(E.5) 

with 1=1 , ... n and j=1 , ... n. At this point it is assumed that the residual r(q>) is zero at the 

minimum and that it is small close to lt. Slnce In thls study '!1 represents the link 

moments which are zero at the equilibrium posltion and which are smooth functions 

of position, 1t Is expected that this assumption holds indeed. Then, the second term 

on the left hand side can be ignored. With this approximation (E.3) bacomes 

(E.6) 



E.2 On the snslysis of movlng hesrt vslves 

This Is further simpllfied by a premultlplication by Jk T, ylelding 

(E.7) 

Since no derivatives are available, the Jacobian matrix Jk and lts inverse Jk1 are 

approxlmated by matrices !i\ and Ijk. At the flrst iteratlon step, .5o is approxlmated 

by flnite differences and Ho trom an Inversion of .6o· At the next iteratlon steps they 

are updated according to 

(E.8) 

(E.9) 

Thls Is found by assuming 1!1 to be linear and demanding that the update (E.3) does 

not cange the informatlon normalto the step. lt Is called Broyderts rank-one updating 

formula. 

An iteration step starts with the computatlon of a so-called Gauss-Newton step 

(E.1 0) 

This follows trom (E.7) and (E.9) . This step can be computed directly, without solving 

a set of equations. Close to a minimum of locally nearly quadratic functions, an 

iteration based on Gauss-Newton step wlll show a tast, superlinear convergence. Far 

trom the minimum however, the converganee can be poor. 

Therefore, the step size that may be taken at any iteration is limited by a 

variabie parameter ~ whlch defines a region of trust. lf 11~"11 s ~ then the 

Gauss-Newton step is accepted. Otherwlse the vector 

~sd cT 
~k =- .l.l.k r.!lk (E.11) 

is calculated. ~d is proportionaf to the negative gradient of r(p) and thus pointing to 

the direction of steepest descent A step of length 

(E.12) 



Powell's hybrld method E.3 

In this direction Is considered. This step would give the exact minimum along ~d if 

r(q>) was quadratic. lf ~~~~dil ::!: .:\ then a pure steepest-descent move of magnitude 

.:\is made: 

(E.13) 

Failing both of these events, the method Interpolales between ~ and ~d according 

to 

(E.14) 

where ~ is chosen such that ~~~~~~ z .:\· 

.:\ controls the mixture of Gauss-Newton and steepest-descent methods, a 

large value favors the former and a smal! value the latter. The value of ~k is adapted 

during the iteration, depending on the progress of the minimization process. To 

deelde whether or not to change ~ in the next iteration, the actual reduction in 

tunetion vaiue is compared with that predicted assuming r(q>) to be quadratic. lf the 

progress is poor, ~k is decreased (increasing the steepest-descent bias). lf r(q>) 

appears to be locally nearly quadratic and so the progress is good , ~k might be 

increased (favoring the Gauss-Newton step). Within one iteration step, an inner 

iteration is performed In which the .:\• the step size and the step direction are 

repeatedly adapted until rk+1 < rk. 

As an infinitesimal step in the steepest-descent direction will always reduce the 

tunetion value at non-stationary points, a suftielent smal! initia! value of ~k will always 

be successful and the method can consequently be made globally convergent. Since 

these infinitesimal steps converga very slow, good initia! estimates q>0 and 60 are 

still important tor a tast converganee at some distance of the minimum. Close to the 

minimum of locally nearly quadratic functions r(q>) the method reverts to the original 

Gauss-Newton method, rasuiting in a fast, superlinear convergence. 
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APPENDIX F: QUASI 1D FLUID MODEL WITH A 
PARABOLIC VELOCITY PROFILE 

In this appendix an estlmatlon Is glven of the effect of a parabolle velocity profile on 

the steady quasi one-dimenslonal fluld model of chapter 2. Agaln it Is assumed that 

there Is no pressure gradient In vertical dlrectlon. Some symbols are defined in tigure 

F.1. 

tigure F.1 Definitions for a quasi one-dmensional fluid model with a 
parabalie velocity profile 

lt the dlmenslonless two-dimenslonal Navler-Stokes and contlnulty equations 

are consldered in the vortlcity tormulation (Batchelor, 1983) and if the inertlal term 

and the viscosity term are omitted, the tluld flow satlsfies 

with h0 =1 and w the vorticity 

(F.1) 

(F.2) 

(F.3) 

Since in this case ()ujdx. is small, it follows trom (F.3) and (F.1) that ()u,J{)y is 

approximately constant along a streamline. In the remalnder of this appendix the 

suffix x will be omitted. With the additional assumption that streamlines which are 

equidistant in the entrance plane, stay equidistant throughout the fluid domain, it 

follows that the shape of the velocity profile remains unchanged. From this 

assumptions it follows that (see tigure F.1) 

(F.4) 



F.2 On the snslysis of moving hesrt vslves 

In order to satisfy the continuity equation (F.2) the velocity profile at the valve tip is a 

biased parabolic one as shown in tigure F .1 . Furthermore, 

(F.5) 

(F.6) 

A - ty110 - 1 - I sin lp (F.7) 

From (F 2), (F.4), (F.5), (F.6) and (F.7) it follows that 

(F.8) 

From Bernoulli's theorem it follows that the maximum pressure ditterenee over the 

valve Is given by 

(F.9) 

For a flat velocity profile u1m=~ and u0m=u0 so that 

(F.1 0) 

Substitutlng (F.5) and (F.B) in (F.9) yields fora parabolic velocity profile 

(F.1 1) 

For a modest valve ciosure of cp = 10° (A = 0.76) and u0= 1, öp11at = 0.366 while 

óppar = 0.313. This is a relativa decrease of about 14%. 



STELLINGEN 

behorende bij het proefschrift 

On the analysis of moving heart valves 

A numerical fluid-structure Interaction model 

J.B.A.M. Horsten 

1) Zwak-gekoppelde vloeistof-structuur interactiemodellen zijn ongeschikt voor de 

analyse van de beweging van lichte, flexibele structuren zoals hartkleppen. 

T. Belytschko, 1980 

Hoofdstuk 1 van dit proefschrift 

2) De beperkte numerieke stabiliteit van het vloeistof-structuur interactiemodel van 

Peskin wordt in belangrijke mate veroorzaakt door een fysisch niet-realistische 

benadering van de vloeistofkrachten. 

C.S. Peskin, 1977 

Hoofdstuk 1 van dit proefschrift 

3) De analytische modellen van van Steenhoven & van Dongen en van 

Wippermann voor de beweging van de aortaklep kunnen op eenvoudige wijze 

worden uitgebreid met de invloed van viskeuze stromingseffecten. 

A.A. van Steenhoven & M.E.H. van Dongen, 1979 

F.K. Wippermann, 1985 

Hoofdstuk 4 van dit proefschrift 

4) Gezien de potentieel fnuikende invloed van snurken op intermenselijke relaties, 

is de analyse ervan een maatschappelijk zeer relevante toepassing van 

stroming-structuur interactiemodellen. 

5) Volgens tenminste een gedeelte van de door haarzelf opgestelde kenmerken 

kan de wetenschapsfilosofie zelf niet als wetenschap worden aangemerkt. 

A. Chalmers, Wat heet wetenschap, Boom, 1987 



6) De natuurwetenschap houdt zich niet bezig met het verklaren van 

verschijnselen, maar slechts met de beschrijving van de onderlinge 

samenhang ervan. 

L. Wittgenstein, Tractatus logico-philosophicus, Polak & van Gennep, 

1975 

7) Vanwege het voortdurend gebrek aan ethische en maatschappelijke vorming 

van studenten aan de technische universiteiten, zijn deze universiteiten in 

belangrijke mate medeverantwoordelijk voor het onethisch en maatschappelijk 

ongewenst gebruik van techniek. 

8) Denken over de dood maakt het leven zinvol. 

M. Heidegger, Sein und Zeit, Niemeyer, 1941 

9) Indien hun spel niet hoorbaar verschilt van elektronisch voortgebrachte muziek, 

zijn musici muzikaal gezien overbodig en moet hun beroep beschouwd worden 

als een folkloristisch ambacht. 


